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PADUCAH. KY., THURSDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 28. 1907

VOL. XXII NO.127

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

ALL SCHOOL TRUSTEES-ELECT NEW PRIMARY LAW MOST GENEROUS 1PLOT TO ASSASSINATE PRES.
NOTHING DOING
BUT EVERYBODY PROBABLY WILL QUALIFY AT FOR ILLINOIS TO
DIAZ OF MEXICO BROUGHT
WERE RESPONSES
ONCE FOR ASSUMING SEATS BE LESS DRASTIC TO CALL FOR HELP
TAKING DAY OFF
OUT DURING PROSECUTION
Football Game this Afternoon
Is Principal Event of Interest
in Line of Amusement in
Paducah on Thanksgiving
Afternoon.
BUSINESS

HOUSES

ALL

Committee Appointed Home of Friendless Reception MANY TEACHERS
Hills and Bondurant,of Second Ward;Second
to Prepare Measure, That Yesterday Proved That InMeet the Requirement stitution is Meeting With Ap- GO TO MAYFIELD
Winstead, of Third; Kelly, of Fourth, ofWillSituation
and Suit All probation of People of PadMEET TOMORROW
Parties Interested,
ucah.
and Farley of Sixth are in.
4
NOT

CLOSE

There is nothing doing In Paducah
today, except that everybody weenier
to be cheerful and glad he's living.
In the churches this morning there
was good attendance, where special
services were held, whi:e another
stratum of society found warmth and
cher In the convivial bowl of Tom
and Jerry, which was the Thanksgiving greeting at many a hospitable
haven along the street.
Family gatherings have marked
the day, and the turkey market was
considerably bulled yesterday to provide the menu of the occasion
Every store, that could be closed
all day, reillained with the blinde
down from closing time last night
The banks, postoffice and shops and
schools are closed.
A great many men have gone
hunting, and lots of people took the
time to hunt up possible canneetions
In adjoining counties, where turkeys
are thickest and cranberry ranee
within call..
Football Game,
Youthful Paducah, with a geed
be at
sprinkling of elders, will
League park this afternoon, where
the Alexandria tea me( Cairo, lines
up against the Culleys for the final
football struggle of the season.
The Cairo boys brought a crowd
of rooters along. They are huskies
and a fierce battle is anticipated.
The line-up is:
Cairo—Woods or Bates. left end:
Stelae!, left tackle; Stark, left guard;
Hastings, center; Shultz. right
guard; Barrow, right tackle; Darneron, right end, Halliday, quarter back;
Peabody left half; J. Thistiewood,
right half; Bates or Winter, fuN
back
Culley—Brooks. left end; Martin.
left tackle; J. Donovan, !eft guard;
Hays, center; Burton, right guard:
Rout, right tackle; Coburn, right
end; F. Donovan, quarter back; St.
John. left half; Sights, right half:
Bower, full back.
Henry Rudy will referee,
has
team
football
The Cairo
the
for
strengthened Its line-up
game by the addition of two profew
sional players from Wisconels. Both
teams are confident of the game. even
money is the way the betting goes.
The Paducah Traction company
wilt run through cars to the ball
igniter/ids. Ropes have been titretched
around the grounds and policemen
will be present to keep the spectators
off the field. The game will be called
at 1 o'clock

•

.

Leader Murphy Says Hagan Spoke
Hastily at Bryan Banquet.
New York, Nov 28.—Cbarlles F.
Murphy, leader of Tammany hell, declared that James J. Hagan had no
authority to pledge Tammany hall's
911 pport to Wi'allitam J. Bryan for the
Democratic ritimination for president
as he did at the Bream dinner at
Washington
Murphy declared:
"Hagan spoke for Hagan, net for
Tammany halt. No one ie authorized to ledge the Tammehy delegation. If Bryan is the nominee of the
Democratic party for president. Tammeny wear fqupport him with loyalty,
but We are not pledging ornee'ves to
one candl,date at this time."
All Railroad LAWS ilautpended.
Montgomery, Ale., Nov. 28.---Judge
Jones. of the United States dawelet
court. levet eventing granted a restraining order whirch has the effect of
temporarily suspending all railroad
eases jut praseed by the ilegislatere as
they apply to /erten railroads. The
wu•rt sueepeilds the laws, temperaiele
for treliTeeltrafWaIn Mute that they are confieca:

cret*Zr7"

unusual
,

CAMPAIGN WERE

INTERESTING

SCENES

Washington, Nov. 28.—ThroughOut today the testimony' offered in
the trial of Mrs. Annie M. Bradley
was most damaging to the defendant.
A dramatic feature of the day. wits
the description of Soren S. Christenson, of Salt hake. of an encounter
Mrs.
between Mrs. Bradley and
Brown at a hotel in Pockatello,
Idaho, in the summer of 1%06. On
that occasion Mrs. Brown discovered
Mrs. Bredley in the hotel with Senator Drown, and attacking her attempted to choke her, and asked to
be allowed to kill her. The cries of
Mrs. Bradley brought the senator to
her rescue and then the entire party,
Including the witness had an all.
night discussion of the difilaulty, slur
tag which Brown, turning fiercely
upon his wife denied that he was the
father of her son, Max Brown, and
at the same time admitted that he
was the father of two of Mrs. Bradley's children. An outburst of denunciation by Mrs. Brown of her
husband. and Mrs Bradley followed,
after which the senator and the defendant went to another hotel, where
they called for drinks.
It is now almost a certainty that
the testimony will be concluded Friday.

Spring-field, M.. Nov. 28.—The
senate and house today were unable
to agree on the date to which they
could adjourn, and will therefore
meet to dmrayto day. The house at
5 o'clock this evening, and the senFriday, The house
ate at noon
d a joint resolution, ordering the
canal commissioners to abrogate the
contract with the Economy Light and
Power company for the lease, of the
Tiler at Drenden Heights and to take
possession and destroy the dam, but
the senate took no action on the resolution.
Ten Year,: for Criininal Assault,
May field, Ky., Nov. 28.—Marion
Reed, a young white man of the eastern part of the county, received a 10year sentence in the state prison in
circuit court late yesterday afternoon
He -was charged with criminal assault.
1.

THE 'WEATHER.

e
'Ilireatening and colder.

Supt. J. A. Caruagey, of the city
schools, and Superintendent Billington, of the county schools, will head
a delegation of teachers that will
leave early tomorrow morning for
Mayfield to attend the meeting of
the Flee District. Educational association. About 35 county teachers
have notified Superintendent
Billington that they will attend, while
many of the city teachers will go_
The teachers will meet at Eleventh
street and Broadway at 7:30 o'clock
and go in a special car that will be
attached to the local,
Professor
Ca r na gay, Professor
Billington, Professor W. H. Sugg.
Professor J. S. Ragsdale, the Rev. C
M. Thompson and Miss Enema Mor
gan are on the program.

It Was Being Organized in
United •-tates and SaccesEoe
to Present Ruler Had Already Been Selected by them.

Springfield. LId., Nov. 28.—The
"Have • they been. fooling us with
Oglesby bill is dead. Its end came the 'wolf cry' of 'finanviel seenat midnight Tuesday night when the gency?' This doesn't look like 'hard
report of the joint conference corn- times," remarked a woman Yesterday
Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. 2S.—The
roittee failed of adoption in, the house afternoon at the Home of the Friendcase
of the government against four
The report received S3 votes, while less 'reception as she surveyed the
Mexican revolutionists whose extra34 votes were oast against it.
beautiful gifts. And, indeed, it was
The conference committee, after a a sight to gladden the eyes a nd
dition isnought on a charge of piondeadlock lasting three weeks. rester- hearts of all, as well as the little
ring against the Mexican government
day morning reached an agreement. children who hung in almost speechwas strengthened totJay when proit was decided to eliminate national lees rapture over the Chrelnies-ake
ceedings
were lifted out of common
convention delegates and presidere baskets. One ('Vold feel no fear of
place by the introduction of letters
tial electors and leave their selection "financial stringency," for he had e'erto conventions, as heretofore. Then tehils showed that he had a nice nitalleged to have been intercepted by
the Democrats of the house held a tore and a beautiful spelt of apprefederal authorities and which concaucue and decided to be content elation of the Thanksgiving season
tain a reference to plans for the aswith filing a gaateett against certain and the noble work of the Home.
sassination of President Dias, a formfeatured of the MN, leiring the In- Never have the donations been at.
ation of a new republic to be known
davidual members free to vote as generous, as lavish and as N.arleid;
as the "United States of Mexico."
they might see fit. The protest was groceries of all sorts, eatables of all
Itapture of the cuteoms
house at
filed in the house at the night session kinds, great yellow pumpkins that
..lrouglas, Ariz., and the employment
and Senator filbartieff fact-tousPY re- fairly twinkled, "pumpkin pie." dr)
lof Yaqui Indians as a conquering
marked that he would like to recog- goodie, blankets, all were there. No
I force south of the Mexican line.
nize some member', to Move its adop- one apparently hard stomachic:a "ixami
The -proaseatieis
.•profeeserei
tion. A majority of the Democratit the cost." The money contributed
to be familiar with the details of the
members voted for the bill. But there was in excess of the usual gift, too,
j plot, affirms that
Wards) Flores
were many absentees on both sides and it 9119 901 all in. "cash tears'
I Magnon, one of the men arrested
of the house, mid there were many checks." either. One hundred dollars
here several months ago, had been
who were present but refused to vote. In cash was paid on, the sewerage
lacked as the successor of Diaz.
Bud
llowle,
deputy county jailer,
explaining that they had not the time pledges and more was pledged that
While not denying that they were
to examine the report of the confer- was not paid yesterday. The dona- who has himself been held on an in- parties to the plan to overthrow the
ence committee and would not vote tions and honorary nrembenthip dues dictment charging neglect of duty by government of Mexico, the men have
for a bill without understanding it in made yesterday were $76, so the en- allowing prisoner undue liberties, vigorously repudiated any intention
Tomorrow 'EP sessioe of police court
was released pesterday, bond being of
detail.
tire amount given in was $176.
organizing a military expedition
probably will be one of the mots infurnished with Jailer Esker as se- jwithin the United
The
new
eonferente
commtttee
will
One
of
the
most
States, and claim
generous
dente
acteresting for several months on
curity.
Howie
has
been
reinstated
probably proceed tiff - wholly different does was sent by the Ladies' Auxil'that this is the only, offense for
count of the number and importance
tines from the committee that has iary of the Order of Railway Con- and was yesterday down in the city which they can' be extradited from
of cases to be tried. Aside from the
'wen in senates several weeks. In- ductors. It was a wagon load, of in. company with Peter Arlurel. who this country.
fact that there is no court today on
-seed of eon
itself narrowly to everything to be desired. Louis is in jail awaiting trial. Howie was
account of the holiday, mane cases
the "ctiff
the 11I-0 Olarles noble gift Showed net only indicted for accompanying James PULLMAN CAR COMPANY
between
have been continued until Friday,
will, in al) probability, en- interhest brit most care-finl thought. In Taylor to the city, and returning,
F.JECTS ITS PASSENtiERS.
making a lengthy docket.
deavor to frame a new bIH ef a differ- the geneaaus supple of groceries was went around in the vicinity of the
• The bearing of the charges against
red
light
district,
where
Taylor
had
nit character from the Ogiesby bill. an -immense basket a:lieci with good
Is the Pullman conipany beyono
Peter Ariund, the promoter, who is
Then an effort will be made to put things of all forts and kinds, yet ar- a fight wit ha negro and shot him the pale of railroad influence as well
in jail on a charge of obtaining Money
pistol,
with
the
deputy's
this bill through as an original
ranged with such an appreciation for
as prliate influence. ter am ee emand property fraodulently, Stal bring
are. But it Is extremely doubtful if color, effect, grouping and Adornployee licensed to rob the imitate. is a
I number of people to the court room.
any niesenrre can be gotten through ment that It was both a Picture an.%
question Paducah travelers, who have
Mauled is charged with giving checks
that does not provide for direct plu- poem in fruit, vegetables, nuts and
had occasion to go to Chicago reon louts-vele banes to Joseph Desrality nominations. No bill of a dif- candies, and brought an exelemation
cent le. are atelaiag. Two Paduca.hacti
berger In exchange for goods and
ferent chatracter can be gotten of delight from all who Raw it.
retarniag from that city Monday,
money, and the cheeks were retuanea
through with an_ emergency clause—
The Home fairly oozed happiness
who had bought Pullman tickets at
unpaid. Arisind wris brought here.
that is generally admitted.
yesterday afternoon. It was truly a
Chicago reeding "fruin Chicago to
Tuesday night by Detective John SexSeveral muses contebuted •to the "Therikagiving open house." Everyliatitteah," were denied, by attaches
ton. Of Louisville. and being unable
defeat of the Oglesby bill. Recently thing was triight and cheery as possi• bre company at Cifro, adorittantso
to turret* bond, has been in the cue
there had been, a decided, reaction ble and the threatening weather did
to the Pattie-eh car unless an additody of the county jailer.- Arlend
against a measure as radical in Its not affect the spirit -within doors.
tional ate() wad paid. Complaint at
chafer under the confinement in the
terms. The bill. it was generally A large number of guests caned durthe local offices of the Illinois Central'
prison. and has made many trips
conceded, containei mane excellent ing the homers, and among them were
that this
down into the city in company with
Jap Toner's face
was beaming elicited the information
provisions, but was too drawee to representative business men New
office, always keen to do what it can
an officer to tree former friends in el,
he
as
with
happiness
this
morning
meet the approval of many members liriende were added to the Home list
to aecommodate Fts patrons, has made
attempt to secure bail, but bate been
who wanted a . practicable primary Of Thanksgiving callers yesterday. erre busily engaged in arranging the report after report of similar occurunsuccessful.
measure. "A bill might contain the for it is an axiom that if you ever go many useful articles of clothing and rences in vain.
A number of misdemeanor eases
ten toremandmente," said Isieutenant once you keep on going. The chil- good things to eat that had been
"I think the people of Paducah
are to come befor- the court and a
Governor Sherman yesterday, "yet if dren lave a pleasing little Thankscharge against John Plehett for obbrought to the Charity club office shouki be advised of this." said one
I should vote against it that would giving program in the school room
of the paeseirgervi, 'and hereafter let
taining money under false ,pretenses.
not imply that I um an infidel. A during the afternoon. There are during the past few days to be dis- each one. who hem paid hg money for
bill must be considered as a whole." about 30 children ttere at present tributed among thai.egtif`s. poor.
the privilege of riding in a Pullmart
Undoubtedly the action of the Minolta and they are happy, comfortable and
"The peopie of Paducah seem to from Chicago to Paducah go into the
Republican Editorial, aseOciation, at well cared for. The board of mien- be thoroughly awake to the fact that ear at Cairo and solicit an ejectment.
Its meeting here Monday night, in agers received the gueets and were this will probably be a strenuous Then the /
14-company may timd itself
adopting resolutions condemniog the quite ae happy as the children. De- winter with the, poorer classes and called upon to pay damaigtf4.
which
trill that abolishes conventionesha d
lightful coffee, sane:lel:pee and cakes are coming to the assistance of the may remind Ft that the peels has
strong influence upon the house mem- were served. The moms were pret- club as never before," remarked the rights after all."
bers. The editors are close to the tily decorated with plante that be- secretary as he stopped for a mopeople, anti an expression of this sort long to the Home, mid were arranged ment from-his work. "The Charity
PROF. WILLS LECTURE
olub is in good abate
,and a continufrom so reprecntative a body carried indoors for the winter.
ance-of the generosity of the public
great weight.
will insure that those who are unable
Suffers Stroke of Paralysis.
Citizens interested in the questieit
It Is a safe guess that the cam— Mayfiel-d, Ky., Notr7 28.—Hon. B. to care for-themseives will -notesut- -of the preservation of forests and alt
ign
Pelt
year
will
be
fought
out
Burglars who secrete themselves
the attendant benefits of-that poticy,
A. Neale, a promnent citizen, suf- fer."
In bueiness houses before closing without any primary law. Yesterday afternoon Ire- engaged as well as theee who desire ieforme=
fered a stroke of paralysis, and he in
hours and rob the buildings after
a et-Riese-condition. He Is the origi- a wagon and made a round of the. tion on the subject. vi 71 hear Prothey are closed, are believed to be
OWE'S DRESS SUIT
nal promoter of the proposed Cairo poorer districts anti distributed the fessor Willer' free leeture on that suboperating in Paducah. Last night
FAILED TO SHOW UP
perishable goods such as fresh meat ject at the Woman's club Friday
and Tennessee river railroad.
the saloon of Kenn. Murray wan
FOR BRYAN BANQUET.
and fruits that were contributed
night.
robbed, all of the cash in the register
the children of the McKinley school
being taken, and several bottles of
Washinginnat Nev. 214.-11 the
The teachers of the McKinley school,
whisky. The back door was standMANY HUNTERS OUT.
depot agent at MariOn, Ky., had
who Interested the pupils in the work
of
open
and
bore
no
evidence
ing
been here lam night he would
are Miss Emma Morgan, principal:
having been tampered with, showing
have melted In the wrath of
Wailes Blanche Mooney, Emma MayTrains going out of the city this
unlocked
that it muse have been
Congressman Oilee James. The.
er, Addle Goheen. Minnie Jones morning were Ailed
with hunters_
from the inside.
big congre.sman was a speaker
Helene McBroorn and Inez Bell.
with
their
guns
and
dogs;
the bagThe bartender who was on late
at the Bryan banquet. When
Others who have recently contrib- gage and‘smoking cars being crowdwatch had noti reported this mornhe got here, he found that the,
uted to the Charity club are:
ed with sportsmen and their out-lits.
ing and it is notailow.n how much
station agent had billed his dress
The Pafftetrium Pressing club, sev- Most of the hunters bought_ ticket
money was in the register.
suit to Washington, Ky., Instead
eral suits-of-clothes: Mrs. A. Loeb, for points in Ballard, Marshall and
Whitmeyer's barber shop next door
of Washington, D. C. To find a
clothing, bedding 'and other articles; Calloway counties,' where quail and
was entered through the back winready-made dress suit in Waah.
Friends of E. H. Haley, the Mur- Mrs, James Weille, clothing; Mrs. other game are said to abound dow, but nothing wits missed today.
ray horseman. whose stock has many Denim, clothing; Mrs. James P plentifully.
ington that would fit 011ie-was
The cash register _was opened but
Paducah admirers, have received Sleeth, clothing; Sherrill & Russell
like looking for a needle In a
there was tea money in it.
hay stack, so he had to pass up
clippings from Dallas, Fort Worth Lumber company, lumber valued at WOULD PREVENT ELOPEMENT.
and San Antonio, Tex., papers giving $4; Mrs. Helen Hecht. clothing; Pathe "glad rags" and speak In his
The postoffloe and store of Oscar,
grgy working suit.
accounts of his success Mt the Texas durah Traction company, street car Indiana Franciecan Order Sends Out
Ballard county, was entered by burghorse show. late week Mr. -Haley tickets, $10; Mrs. T. H. Puryear.
Marriage Interactions.
lars Wednesday night and a large
entered his stove at the San Antonio clothing; Patrons et
Auditorium
SOUGHT.
BAN
ROPING
STEER
amount of goods and $60 in money
horse ehow and received the lion's skating rink, 12 bushels of potaTerre Haute. Ind_ Nov. 28.—The
were stolen.
share of the prizes. WA pair of bar- toes andcash $2; children of McKin- provincial of the Franciscan Order of
Draft.
Society
Oklahoma Humane
noes horses, Surrey and Benefield, ley school, a large quantity of canned Priests in the United States le sendBill to First Legislature.
NO COLLEGE DRESS REFORM.
captured the first prize of $500 over fruit and other provisions.
ing instructions making new requirehorses veined at $7,000 a pair. His
merits as to marriages, one of which
- Other Charitlee.
Women at Nebraska Unita:nifty Vote
Guthrie, Okla., Nov. 2$,—'At a seedle horse entered here seas given
The Rev, and Mrs, R. W. Clil!es forbids the ceremony by other than
Solidly Against Proposition.
meeting last night of the Oklahoma a floe prize of $200. Mr. Haley has of the Union Re.seue Mission, and the priest of the bride'seearish. which
City. Humane aoriety a bill was or- won prizes amounting to over $5,000 Captain Meager and his Salvation is intended to prevent elopements.
Lincoln. Neb., Nov. 28.--Drees re- dared draftee for preeemitabion to the during the pest two rnonthe that he Army corps, will feed several fami- °there are for better-kept records,
_
form, proposed by the faxerity of the floe legisli'
I'alhas been on the fair and show circuit nes today. There will be special against martiage when One party is
• • • ----ears - -etete-laeateevellte,--was defieneerte,stfin lime. senth.
;
- -- making betrothal in the services at the Mission this after; trttbeife
-ehresestritierate..---TIvetalhfratetfilliirtitsh- — * -- '"""'"---2
"Aftff -11-111t fll I rr 5.%rtrts,,s?s"troirighs !Wet -14111-fft—tte
'
111"
men voted solidly against the elliati- 1 of poerie i i
.: i i sweeteilee of gave Mr. Haley a page write-up, with headquarters 800 South Fifth street crying civil marriettes. The instrucnation of ribbons gad gay colore,
pictures of himse+f and stock.
tions are to be read to congregations,
tonight.
the tate,

TURNKEY HOKE
IS REINSTATED
AT COUNTY (I

MRS. BRADLEY AND ARLUND CASE IS
MRS.BROWN MET IN ON POLICE COURT
DOCKET FRIDAY
POCKATELL, IDA.

DID NOT ADJOURN.

NO RIGHT TO PLEDGE TAMM ANY.

NEXT

It seems certain now that all the leaving a vacancy in his own seat. Dr.
school trustees-elect will qualify and C. G. Warner will qualify this week
that seat.
the new members will be ready to as- and assume
There has been a concerted effort
sume their seats at the December
on the part of 9011Ie old trustees, who
meeting. W. J. Hills and .1. K. Bon- acre left out in the cold, to prevent
durant, of the Second ward; S. H. trustees-elect
qualifying, and 'to
Winstead, in the Third ward; C. G. seize their seats before the new
Kelly. in the Fourth ward, and J. C. board is organized in January, thus
Farley in the Sixth ward, already hoping to hold mail the election next
have qualified. William Karnes, in November. One of these seats is the
the First ward. and H. C. Morris of one to which I. 0. Walker was electthe Sixth ward, are elected to sue- ed in the Fifth ward. Mr. Walker
geed themseles and have until Jam la an excellent man, and, when he
enters into anything he shows zeal
nary l'in which to quality.
In the Fourth ward vacancies exist and ability. He has not qualified,
in both seats. Both P. J. Becken- but he probably will before January.
The men entitled to their seats at
bach and C. G. Kelly were appointed
to fill out the terms until the elec- once are J. K. Bondurant, of the
tion. Trustee Kelly succeeds P, J. Second ward; C. G. Kelly and Dr. C.
Beckenbaeh, and by qualifying he G. Warner. of the Fourth ward, and
has unseated Trusteee Beckenbach, J. C. Farley, of the Sixth ward.

CHRISTMAS DISPLAYS.
Christmas goods were on display
for the Iliac time in mane Paducah
show windows this morning, and
many new novelties are to be seen,
while the old staple toys such as
dolls, drums, horns and animals are
shown in profusion. Some of the new
toys are moving picture machines,
mechanical trains, etc.
improved
The price cards on the holiday goods
indicate that they are much cheaper
this year than ever before. aod
there teems to be no reason why the
hearts of the children should not be
made glad this Christmas.

AFFECT

Inquest into Purposes qt Four
Revolutionist, Arrested in
This Country. Discloses Military Expedition.

THE POOR ARE NOT
FORGOTTEN THIS
DAY IN PADUCAH.

BURGLARS WERE
BUSY AGAIN LAST
NIGHT IN PADUCAH

WINNING PRIZES WITH HIS HORSES
AT TEXAS SHOWS

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
IMIIMMIINSIS114.411,

[Give *1.1 a Share of
Your

'I—INSURANCE=1

terces. It is 4 play worth young,
for In addition to tine enn-maitera, the
theme and its consequent *tatter,
it has a number of pretty neudeal hits
&that add to its attractiveness.—To'redo These

E. J. PAXTON & LILLARD SANDERS
Phone 358.

Phone 765.

All Kinds of Inisurance

.
a

a baby to eat and

sleep,

laugh and grow fat.
But fat comes first;
don't ask a scrawny
baby to laugh; why,
even his smile is pitiful!
Fat comes first.
The way to be fat is the
way to be healthy.
to

Scott's Emulsion
is the proper food,
but only a little at first.

the furor of the streets, and is otoried on with the Knights ofibe Holy
Grad in their purseit of that highest
life where the tribumad motto of
Faith, Hope ited Ione Is the bottom
:ight and the death ma the cream an
AT TILE KENTUCK171
--Friday Night—"Dandy Dixie Minstrels" (colored.)
..Saturday (alatinee std Night)—
"needful."
Monday Night—"My Wife's Family..,

-s

All Orscrists: so,

setae.
"What do you think of Broker's $30,
000 failure?" "I think Breker must be crazy."
"Why r
"With his opportunities he sbotil
have failed for at least twice that

exanip!e.

HardCoughC

',S HEN CALL CAME TO H..11. TERRY TO ENTER MINISTRY.

It belongs to health for
Wasted Opportunities.

it ycii.r au,. tor fully endorbei y
taking Ayer • s Cherry l'o.toral for
your bard cough, than buy k and
IL° USC it. If be does not,then do not
Q. ofi ow take &single dose of it. He knows
wwieis formid.s, ,
ea,
w, pait
medicine
,all about this splendid c.a.:co..
4
'feud
we
,
genagagee we
M. wi, Ami
t..
r
colds.
and
coughs
for
,0811110c
, te ease; me swots I. Akk.

WORKED AT KEY

Baby Laugh

oo.

Marvel In Surgery.
A marvel of surgery was shown
to the French Academy ef Medicine
by Dr. Delair recentlx. A patient
had lost hie chin, part of his lower
jaw, and his lip, a portion of his
tongue and nose, owing to the explosion of a gun which he was firing.
An apparatus in four pieces had been
made for him which makes all trace
of his loss practically invisible' The
chin and lower lip with a false beard
on them are made of soft India rubber, the necessary teeth, nose and
taw have been supplied, and the patient can himself remote and replace
the apparatus. which %%sighs but -a
trifle more than an ounce.—New
York Tribune.

•
Stnee 6, served the following advaptage of this principle was taken
New Pastor of Third Street Metho- charges snoessevely: Wipitlite, KY.. In the eeieetion of a first Monday indist Church and Chartidng
Lewiston Nebo. Otekdahi. Washing- stead of a numbered day of the
Family Well Knoen.
ton, Millington. Tette., Spring Hill, aboeth.
1909, Wash.Sigton
In
Kr., Censers-ye/es lksun.. artaasburse birthday falls on Monday, the 30th
Ky.. Cottage, Grove. Teen., lieednit. Of May, And the Fourth of Jule on
Ky., IVeter alley. Ky.. Denmark. Sunday, which will mean a Monday
The Rev, Howson Bailey Terry, the
Tenn.. and Bemis, Teem
observation oteOln iihrdln eta isittlo
new pastor of the Third Street MethDu- !lc his ministry foe IS yetis observence, eo that for two years 141
odist churclena a native of Brook
1.500 have professed teath and WNW 41K4•01141,011 double holidays ace ascot\
New!, Campbell county, Virginia. He
with the Methodist vcvhed. In the latter year Urristruas
male to this state when a boy in
Ile was married in this eity May vittl also tali on Saturday, thereby
1878. at the request of his uncle,
10. Ii$2. to Mies Ada B. Einar& They atording the moat complete trial of
Judge Howsoo C. Bailey, to attend
have four daughters and one woe.
the "double holiday" po.Fsible 111 our
college at Hickman. He began the
cakendar.'Boston Transcript.
study of telegraphy in 1881, while
"Doable Holidays" In Sight.
clerking for his brother, N4T. George
Next year Wesibtugteat's Stettbdele,
No Euihriseing Possible.
M. Ttrry. at Sharon, Tenet'
Maud—Here's a western
Memorial day. and tbe near& of
couple
He sas telegraph operator in 1882
ivthg the that eloped on a handcar.
at Bon Aqua Springs, Tenn. He was July all fall on Sateratv.
MayniessTiow funny! But eloping
public three "double holidays." Ownoperator and agent for the Illinois
on a hat))1_-ear can't be such awful
thew.
narity
three
do
on
the
not
tale
Central railroad from 1882 to 1888
L.vitne day, but by the intervention of fun.
at Goodanan and Ways Bluff, Miss •
Maud- -Why not°
andl Sharon, Tenn., where he jolted ale 29th of _February this )ear
"Because the man who makes it
Washington's birthday falls jest
the church and was superintendent
fourteen weeks earlier than Memor- go has-to Use both hands, doesn't
of the Sunday school.
ial day, which regularly comets five he"- -Cleveland Plain Lasater.
Having received a call to preast weeks before the Fourth.
The adalone in his office at Sharon, he en- vantage of
haring a liotidav adjoin
"Bab! I thought you said this was
tered in January, 1887. the Welib
a Sunday, for people who desire to a good day for ducks."
Classical Training echoed at Bet seize the
opportunity to make trips
-So it has been. We haven't hurt
Buckle, TenS., where be continued out of town. is
very groat. In creat- any of them, have we?"—Illustrated
for two years. He was admitted Into ing the last
holiday—La-0ov day— Bits.
the Ife7mphis conference in November, 1888, at Paris. Tenn., and apOnly One "BRONO QUININE," that is
pointed by illihep Keener to the Pa
on every
ducah eircue, which then embraced
hos. 25c
Lebanon, Salem. Oak Grove and
Cures? Coki in Cr. Tuse Cre in 2 Days
Bethel churches.
•

"Parefals patrons should bear in
d the unusual hour of commencement. The 'performance will begin
promptly at 7:45, and the management requests that every one Pe seated by that time
as none can be
shown to the seats during the actioe 4111011.11...
of the play. The matinee will begin
Washington an Easy Mark.
at 2:15 sharp.
When the Father of His Country
Colored Minstrels.
--- —
died he, was esteemed the weadttsieet
The Dandy Dixie NPristrels (col"My Wife'o Family.
ored), will be the Friday night atThere are many amusing as well man In America. He,was not, sowtraction at The Kentucky.
as bright things in "My Wife's Peni- ever, evil in the modern sense, and
le.," which was presented yesterday
even when his fostunes were highest
at the Lyceum theater. Its purpooe,
was generally hard up for each.
he
as
plaires
shown,
is
to
arouse the
"Parisi/ad," In whatever shape it is
Those who have pereued hts diary
presentee whether with ail the beauty risit)Ilititss of the audience and in this
and his letters are aware that the
of Caruso's voice and Conrelds oper- it U is eniinently suceeeriful. It is far
Father of His Country was considerof
es
atic orchestra, or in "
al an easy mark. Every man with a
lation depicted by I..•
4cbetne to promote. every man who
whether in the form of Engifeh inn
IN ADMIRALTY.
was in debt, and every friend who
drama as it will be seen at The Kw!.
Henry Murphy, et al., vs
matinee and
Gasoline wanted east applied to Waehington,
tricky Saturday
night,1
boat "Eunice, etc., in admiralty. and was always surprised when he
Ncrrember 20 i• /4.1:1 al.""371/ remain
Nehereas a libel was pled in the -ouldn't get the nientee. Waetimgton
.-, eel e•
N° one el°r1,s
Court of the United States, hitterly -complained
every
that
•! the .wonderful
.1.. the Western District of Ken- .raciesinan in PhIlidelphla robbed
111
sto-y. The f it that pristine
ii kV. at Paducah on the 2Sth day h:m.
He could barely -Sive on les
i,m, that charm
"
.)f October. 1907. by Henry Murphy, NV:try of $15.000 a yettv as we'd as
that congeal-it mee
ef mettle%
iet al.. vs. Gasoline Boat Eunice,'her otters did on $3.0(10. He owned
441..losi of , ..•SOic utterances ano .
engines, tackle apparel, furnituse, houses in Alexandria. but could colaets whicit makes it impeesible to
etc., and owners, alleging in sub- lect no rents. He owned farms, but
it with seething modern, and
I stance that said boat Is indebted to could get absoluteb• clothicg from
which lifts it to the realm of cIassic.i them
in the sum at $75 for salvage, his tenants. He had vast tracts
'11---n1Q"En 111-91UKIII --wr-1iti'v)41 t-12 ---treti-thet eaum-hge- never blasar paid; i.h1n 'the Went, INV - 1SW-Tiesi ,
.e-shinga of the piece may seem quiz- :and
prays process against said Gaso- from them only taxes and iittgatix,i.
cites but of stet strewth is the OILY.
line Boat Eunice, that same may be
The estate white lie left was found
,-e beautiful are the misusage... one Is condemned and
pay said to have a very moderate cash volute.
sold to
forced to attention, and as the story .1a1111
with cost and expenses.
Most of the lends in the west were
is unfolded act by act, the listener, Now, therefore in pursuance
to the
forgets the outside woeld, forgets tbe monition under seal of said court: sold for a song or were shown to have
noise and bustle of the market place, to me directed, I do hereby give dote-the titles. The heirs to the estate, consisting of a numerous body
public notice to all persons claiming rat nsphews and nieces, got something
IEEE& said boat Eunice, or In any way in- but the descendants of these heirs
terested therein, that they be and are sow after more. They think that
appear before the district court of eongress ought to approriate enough
the United States in the city of Pa- money to make up the value of the
ducah. KY., on or before the 2nd dsy western
laude which the estate failed
of December, 1907. at 10 o'clock a to reee:ve.
*ere
te
m., of that. day, -thee an4
This is a rather cireerfui propomake
interpose their claims and
sition. The Washington elating Intheir allegations In that tehalf.
clude the present site of Cineinnati
GEORGE W. LONG,
and otter flourishing caters some of
U. S. M. W. K. D.
the Crete coal lames in West Virginia
.111or and Barnes, Comedians is "My Wife's Family."
The Collins Ankle Brace 18
By Wade Brown, deputy.
and the aggregate valve would be,
MARTIN,
&
BAGBY
certainly a boon to skaters _
potisibly, a billion of &Mars. If the
Proctors for llbellants.
sum claimed is only the value at the
with weak ankles: they are
time of Washiugton's death, the anmade of leather and are as
twer is that the Panda apparently had
smooth and comfortable af an
little value or else the title was deold glove, yet they enable the
feetive. so that the ad TI1 inistrators of
the estate found it impossible to seskaters with the weakest anThe entire inner portion of the body is covered with mucous membrane;
cure them. On this bates the heirs
kles to indulge in the spurs
this membranous tissue is abundantly supplied with blood vessels, veins,
314 Broadway
are not entitled to auytbinse.
arteri 1, and capillaries. Each of these is constantly supplying to this tissue
without fear of injury or anNo one doubts that Washington de- or lining, blood
to nourish and strengthen it and keep the system healthy
TRUNK AND LEATHER 60013 STORE
noyance.
served well of his country. He re- When the blood becomes infected with
catarrhal matter it is not able to furreived Its highest honors and could nish the required amount of healthful properties, but feeds the parts with
Call and let us demonstrate
here had more had he been willing impurities which disease the membranes and tissues so that they beet:tint
We are displaying a very
V:ern to you.
to accept. But that collateral de- irritated and inflamed,'and Catarrh, with all its disagreeable and dangerous
complete line oj Trunks,
Reenflanite should rut in a claim symptoms, is established in the System. There is a constant ringing in the
1 ears, a thin, watery discharge from the nostrils, the breath has an offensive
which is extra legal and demand of.
Grips, Suit Cases and all
congress an immense largess as their odor, slight fever often accompanies the disease, and gradually the entire
kinds of Leather Goods and
just due on account of the services health becomes affected and the system upset and deranged. In its earlier
of their collateral ancestor, is rather stages, when Catarrh is confined to the nose and throat,, sprays, washes,
our prices are most moderate.
inhalations, etc., ore soothing and in a way beneficial, because they are
amusing than otherwise.
You will find that.beat values
If the heirs have any jute claim /et cleanly and usually antiseptic, but such treatment has no curative effect,
because it does not reach the blood. To cure Catarrh the blood must be purthem fight it out in the courts. If
and lowest prices are the poliified, and this is just what S. S. S does. It
they have only a sentimental one.
goes down into the circulation and attacks
cy of this concern.
the couirtry all net be moved. Wa '
the disease at its foundation; it removes the
ington's Imagination foresaw •
cause and makes the blood pure and healthy
In our modern factory we
greatness of. the west. He tried
0 Then the blood vessels are filled with fresh,
•
•
will do all kinds of repair
get in on the ground floor. In:
reinvigorated blood, which is carried to all
tbrofigh cercumstanees beyond his.
the mucous surfaces and linings, the inflamwork and buihl to •i order
4th and Brrincietstay
•
mation and irritation are corrected, the sympcontrol he failed, and no one has;
Both Phones 77
Trunks, Sample Cases, etc.
been the worse. The sleeping dogs! toms all disappear, the health is improved and Catarrh is permanently cured.
of ancient land titles should be al- Rook on Catarrh and any medical advice free to alt who write.
lcreoS s‘ 7'
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, OA
, Phinw.
,
Ing.11-.--

Laxative Bromo Quinine

1

Friday

$1 a Pair

Gilbert's
Drug Store

I

PURELY VEGETABLE

DANDY DIXIE MINSTRELS
et-

Best A I I•S t a r

Negro Minstrel
Vaudevilie,Song
Dancers F u n
Show Ever Seen.

Balcony reserved fovicol
ored people.

TARRH

THE

„4.4.
elf.
2
November

ANKLE BRACES

BLOOD UNHEALTHY
SYSTEM DERANGED

d

The Kentucky.
Prices 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c.

FOR SKATERS

Saturday
November

30
Matinee and Night

Monday
December

2
Laughter and music.
Music and laughter.

Singers sweet, dancers dandy, phunny
phettows, specialties, sensational, lite
tineuitiliet Dixie Darktes, the band and
a "F.
I leeci."
Direction Voelckel St Nolan.

MESSRS. MARTIN

tat

4 EMERY'S

Colossal Production of Richard
Wagner's Sacred Festival
Drama

PARSIFAL
LOOM Is Mt lymii hurts ass Presessis
is a Mu it lirsoiter Dew blare ittemptel
Evening performance at ,19:45 prompt
Carriages at 11. Matinee at 2:15 prompt.
Carriages a,t 530.
Prices: Night—$1.50, 0.00, '75c, 50c, 3.-x•
Matinee—$1 00, The, 50c, 250.

1 Last Season's Laughing success
The merry Musical mix-up

-1

My Wife's Family
A Farce Comedy with
music.
.
Seats on sale Saturday.
Prices 25c, 50e and 75c.
8
0

The Kentucky, Matinee and Night, Saturday, Nov. 30 I
SPECIAL
NOTICE
S.venietice of "Pars.ifal" patrons
of commencing the evening

- M.
-

5:30 Slid giving a two-hour

has been done away with.
I
• •.g,igoment the entire performttuucu ill hi. given sr one sitting. The curtain will rise at 7:45 sharp'at the evening
performance. and 2:15 at the matinee. Car-

4iinuer If

mission

riage Han be erderld at 11:15 in the evening and
at 5:30 le the afternoon. Auditors must be In
their seats at the rise of first curtain, as no 1,ne
will be seated during the action of the play.

Messrs. Martin a Emery's Keverent, Aitistic and Sumptuous Presentation of
Richard Wagner's Mystic Festival Play

PARSIP
(In English.) Adapted by Wm.Lynch-lkoberts

Based on Legends of the Holy Grail.
Produced at an Enormous Expense
ENACTED BY A NOTED COMPANY OF PLAYERS

The Most Imposing Production Ever Sent
on Tour

•ae

At

COLLINS

F. H. NIEMAN

NOVENirtEll

TI

SCALE OF PRICES
Night • • • $1:50, MOO.75c, 50c, 35c
Matinee - • - • $1.00, 75c, 50c, 25c

•
The sale of boxel and seats will begin at
9 a. m. Friday, Nov. 29th. For the benefit
of non-resident patrons and those unable to
be present at the opening of the sale,
mail
orders will be promptly filled in the orders of
receipt, if accompanied by remittance and selfaddressed stamped envelope, directed to

THE KENTUCKY

Presented on a Scale of Grandeur Never
Before Attempted

+OWN)

S.

PAGE Tlift16111.

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN

Nt)VeellitElt 2$1.

SILVER SERVICE IS HERE
Sooner than we had hoped, we now have the pleasure of exhibiting to our patrons and citizens of Paducah the massive silver service
which the City of Paducah is presenting to her namesake, U. S. Gunboat "Paducah." The service is indeed a triumph of the silversmith's art. Our design was selected as the most suitable in competition with three local jewelers and two famous manufacturing
jewelers. It cost $1,390.00 and contains about six hundred and fifty ounces of silver, 925-1000 pure. The bowl is embellished
with a number of Paducah views, among them a perfect likeness, etched on the silver, of the charming sponsor, Miss Anna Mae Yeiser.

Come and Bring Your Friends

Now On Exhibition At Our Store
•

A Progressive

Holiday Store

Jewelry Store

an ideal
THISplaceis indeed
for Christmas

years ago our busi"
ness was established
at 408 Broadway (in the
building now used as a barbershop,opposite Weille's)
Today we occupy our own
building at 327 Broadway,
and it has been beautified and enlarged to make
room for our immense fail
and holiday stock which is
now being shown.

T

shopping. The stock is
replete with hundreds of
things which you would
like to give, substantial
things which really arouse
a thankful memory years
after they are received.
Diamonds, Watches, Cut
Glass and China, Sterling
Silver Tableware, Manicure
and Toilet sets. Select early.

THIS IS THE GUNBOAT "PADUCAH"
One of l'ncle Sam's Newest and Most Powerful En eines of War. The people of Paducah
and the surroandint territory will have an opportunity to see and inspect her when she
.•
.•
arrives here to receive the silver service which we are now exhibitint.

-WOLFF.. Jeweler 327

BROADWAY
Both Phones 458

MAIL 0 DERS
Carefully Filled
-.4•111•11,

Why Carlisle Plays Furious Football
vend kaop Garrets and Schnitz
"Why do the Carlisle Indians ae if he
and Heston and a team or men Ike
team?"
football
ways have a great
that for six or seven years? lied
repeated ope of the Pennsylvania
the greatest team the world
have
football players the other day. "I
ever Edw.
that
Indian
an
• thee anething, about
-why. some of these redskins have
makes him a better football) player
playing for eight years. This
been
I
Well,
brother?
white
than his
the teaches tried to get
year
very
that;
not
- berefty think it. No, it's
littreen woe some of the men who
they're a yellow kot--all of them.
played tea years ago into shays, but
"The reason they have a gapat
was no go. Thie man Hauser is
it
eiiglRiino
team is this: There are
thirty-two years old ,married and has
ley rules. A man can, play there as
children.
long as he likes and can get the goiv"And they hire tee siegtet weed
"•11'.."• '0 PAY he hewed. What do
'
would do to nick from of

country. That's shy they cam . go
through so long a schedule. Take out
every Mau on the first team and a
second coukl be put in the field that
would be practically as good. Coach
Warmer has about 500 men to pick a
team from.
"These too, he can get more men
when his bunch begins to peter out.
Every samraeor he travels sel ever
the country; goes to all the reeereations to-look over the bucks. Whenever ire eees a big chiefillpho :looks
;Ike a pleyee he simply taps hen an
the shoulder and orders trim to go
to C.arliale. Orders him, mind you,
and the Ind,:an hue to go and has to
Wee football. It don't matter whether
h, is twelve years old or thirty-six.
I or einkIe, medicine man or

lag how
Finger Print Identificatem.
•
... • booze fighter: it Warner says Oar- bi:-;
The tipster pent method of identiduring one or her husband's trips to tulle altve the Celts of that city were
Melee Carlisle it Is.
"There gine much kick usually, New York had disturbed her calm.
to the OPPortunities of American citi- fication has been extended to commercial use, by the Postai Savings
senship.
though. it means the Indian can
On the night of his return Mr. WilDuring the caucus In one of the bank of the Philippines. at Meet'a.
son was stealing carteney lip the
lower wards of the city, a certain The batik has recently issued a series
net aril housed at the government
front stairs, as was his wont on such
Michael Mulcahy: was nomieated for of stamp deposit cards, on which are
expense rune then, when hie has beoccasions, ea that his wife would
a minor position on the ward tick- spaces for stamps of different values
':eve agridiree warrior. go back and
not be awakened, when he heard her
et to be voted for te the charter elec- to be affixed. Whet) the depeetor
i.e
thing with the squaws
voice, high and strained.
(tom Some inquiries were made of has stamps to the value of one peso
In his tribe. It's pretty soft for poen
"I don't knew whether you are Thomas Mulcahy as to who this per- on the card it is exchanged at the
me husband or a burglar," came the son bear.ng the same name might be, bank for a deposit book. ahoy/Ina the
excited tones; -but I am going to as no one in the neighborhood could amount to his creche Oppieite the
Giving Him a Chance.
lines for the owner's signature and
Mrs. Wilson's husband was often be on the sate side and shoot, so if cal; hint to mind.
"lie's me brother," explained Tom, address is a square ruled off for the
ebliged to go to New York en busi- you are Henry, you'd better get out
ness, and frequently did not reach of the way!--Youth's Companion. with cheerful alacrity. "He's not ar- reception of his thumb print, so that.
rived in the connthry yet, but Ise talc even if illiterute, depositions may
has home until the arrival of the meiHis Brother's Forethought.
ship ay a Wednesday art' 11 be here readily be idetettied.
night train. Mrs. NVeson had been
1 Tammany man tells a story in In tolme fa- 'he election -- -Neyernber
in the habit of aleteing peacefully :0
11 with a caucus held in Troy repel/wet'
The Evening Sun-The a week.
theee times without fear, but a n

Tomorrow is Our Forty=third Friday Bargain Sale
The Millinery Department wilt be
a 1:vf.4.)- place Friday and Saturday.
One hundred beautiful $3.50 and
$5.00 Hats for only $2.50.
New ideas, clever hats, reproduced
from the latest Parisian and New
York models or created by our own
epeeist corps of designees. Not one
13 worth less than $3.50 to
t
$5.00, choice Friday and Saturday
for only $2.50.
30,er 40 exquisite, high close pattern hats, are to be sold - at marveloney low prices.
Wonderfal Vallee in Women's (bat
Suits, Coats, Skirts, Waists and
furs, Friday and Saturday.
It is just mien wonderful Value's as
three that have made our woman's
so famous. Go
garment sect ion
where you well, look where you may.
there's De store like learboar's for
woraerea ready-to-wear garments.
Women's $19,00 Tallor-made Stilts
for $16.00. Extraordinery Tailorfor
$10.011 and
made Sttfts for
$12.50 each.
Women's $30.00 Tailor-made Suits
for $20.1111.
Splendid (housing Among Women's
Coats Friday and Saturday.
We have just received many in
browns and blazke.
$12.10
Foie, $20.00 values to;
$10.00
Some 115.00 values fo
$ 8.50
Seeps $12.60 vnlirea for
$ 7.54,
SaMh $1040. venues for
$ 6.50
Sotee.$8.54) values for
$ 5.50
Flonie $7.50 rallies fee
:3 95
Some $5.00 values for

Womeres Deem Skirts,
Drowns, blues, blacksa metturea.
• Cfeiring out lot $2.00 skirts for
95c.
(nearing out lot $3.50_ skirts foe
$1.95.
Clearing out-lot $5,00 skirts for
$2.45.
Conces4 prices on skirts at $5,
6.50, $7.50 and up to
$5.5see
•
$15.
Concession Prices on Women's White
Lawn Waists as follows.
_69c
$1.00 waists fur
96c
$1.50 waists for
$1.25
$2.00 wakes for
$1.00 &Mond flannel waists for 50c
$1.50 colored flannel waists for 75c
$1.44
82.00 colored tannin _waists
$3.00 white Jap silk weeds to; $1..9-6
$4.25 taffeta silk. waists for $3.25
$2.00 plaid silk gingham waists
$2.00 plaid-elle ginggeam waists
$1.25
- for
Big Values in Drees Goods Friday
and Saturday.
25c
At 19c a yard instead of
341't
At 24c a yard instead of
50c
At 34e a yard Inelead of
At 49c 'a yard inetetel of .... 65c
At 69c a yard -instead of ....$1.00
At 96c a yard inetond of ....$1.25
Wool and Silk Shawls.
Charming wool and , silk shawls
and fascinators at very special plicate
a way below actual values at 25c up
to $3.00 each.
A' Great Clearing. sei of Brotuicloths
and Taffeta.
Silks at ;age, eic and 96e 5 yard
worth $.1.25.

Shoes at Cut Prices Frkbey
litaturday.

(14A) T

Department Store
North Third Street, Just Off Desadway,

Bargains That Will Tempt the
M os t Economical Tomorrow
will be a day (.,f unusual bargain giving-a regular banner day. Every
IT department
has lined up its best bargains, clearing out its odds and
A

ends; closing out its overs and specials; sacrificing its slow sellers, which
too often are its highest priced, best merchandise. Many dozens of things
that every family needs have the top and bottom sliced off of the price.
tomorrow. _
At $6.00 ought to bring
Men's Suits Friday and
and [toy's Suits.
At $3.96 ought to beam
Boy's suits Fridley and Saturday:
At $6.50 ought to bring
$1.50
At $1.00 ought to bring
At $7.50 ought to bring
$2.00
At $8.50 ought to bring
At $1.50 aught to bring •
At. $6.00 ought to !wing
At 0.00 ought to being
Al $10:00 ottglet to bring
$3.25
At $2.n0 ought to beng
Pteine - - At P12.50 otreert to bring
At tS-Alft- ought to brimg--At $15.00 ought to bring
At $1.50 ottght to bring ,,,,,,$5.00
$111:111reitght to bring
$6.50
At $1 00 aught to bring
At $25.00 aught to bring
. $6.50
At $4.50 ought to bring
_
, , •
teething Department

for'

Men's

$8.50
Saturday.
$5.00
$7.50
.810.00
.....$11.50
412.50
....$13.50
....$18.00
....$20.00
....$25.00
....$35.00

and

At $2.95 big lot Inca's shoes_in
asearted keels and ittylieti worth from
$3.50 to $3.75, special Friday and
Saturday at 42.95 a pair.
At $1.25 a pair about a trund.red
pairs of 'semen's $1.50 atoese
At $2.25 a pair 175 pairs women's
$3.041 shoes.
At $2.00 a pair 100 pairs women's
$3.60 shoes.
Strong shoes for boys at $1.50 to
$2.50.
Little gent's shoes at $1.25 to
$2.00.
Girl's school and dress shoes front
- 0.25_ to $2.00.
The Most Wonderful Cotton (400(15'
Bargains of the Seamen). _
At 10c plaid dress goods worth 15c
15t.
At ltic dress suits worth
At 10c mercerized white waiveings worth
25c
At 10c weld colored gingham
15e
orth
At 10c yard. wide percale worth 12 tee
At 10c flationellets worth ....12 c
At 10c madras cloths worth 12%c
At 10e-bleached musette worth 124c
At 7'4.c bleached muslin, worth Sc
At 97c cotton bed blankets
$1.25
worth
At $3.50 wool bed blankets
$4.50
aorth
- l'nderwear
At 19c rheciren's !frt union suits.
At' 25e women's 50c knit skirts.
At 24e women's heavy fleeced
ribbed vests and pants.

. Also boy's heavy fleeced shirts and
drawer's and gray union suits.
At. 3.9c women's heavy

all

wool

vests and pants worth $1.00.
At 45c men's herrerefleeced shirts
and drawers worth SOc.
No Place Like liadtoure Cut Price
Grocery Bulletin.
The best of everything at money
retying prices Friday. Saturday and
every day the coming week. No
other retailer can hope to meet our
low prices and give you equal qua!113.
-20 Pas light brown sugar for $1.00.
Choice roasted coffees- at 11c. 15c,
17n and 20c-per lb.
Choice fresh canned corn. at 5c.
7 1,4c and fancy cream corn at 9c per
can.
( hoiee California canned peaehes
at 19c. Other choice canned peaches
at 12c and 17c a can.
Choice new canned tomatoes at
10c.
Choke Ted onions per peek 24e.
Choice !reel potatoes per peek 24c.
I'hoit e shredded cocoanut per lb.
21,
1, cans home made assorted jam
24e.
Sugar cane syrup per gal, 57c.
Choke sorghum per
I. 38c.
Choice bacon per lb. 13c.
Plonk banws per lb. 10c.
Coal oil per galloon 12c.
Patent tiouni posteirC-411. bates ?Se.
Eeery.thing you watit in' the grocery Line can be had -ban, at. mom
saving prices every day in the week.
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will not warraut * court in going to
words? But before I could pursue my
the ridiculduis estreme of per
itiVestigations' further along this, line,
a lefrodAnt to superveee the choosing
the wolf came to Lae surface, and he
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY.
of his own jury.
waved the subject aside with a growl,
-0
CASHIERS' CHECKS FRO 4NY LOCAL BOK OR TRUST COMP/NY 6009 AS CASH MERE
THE SUN PUBLISHING COMPANY
"But this hi nothing to you. What
you want to know is that I won't need
INCORPORATICD
BRYAN ON DEMOCRACY.
•
Story
Mystery
A
you before Wednesday, if then."
Wileeen Jennings Bryan h-as sta
2' IL. FISHER. President.
Francisco
"Does the campaign reopenr
of San
_tented heueel et the foisted of Jordoil
F. J. PAXTON, General Manager.
asked.
and none but Democrats may pass
"If you don't mind, Wilton," said
liaterst at the postoffIce at Paduoah. He has pronounced the ellibixileth of
SY
the Wolf with another growl, "I'll keep
Zy. as second class matter.
true Deauoceacy. He has analyzed
my plans, till I'm ready to use them."
TABLE ASHLEY WALCOTT
Roosevelt and found him a political
SUBSCRIPTION RATES,
"Certainly," I retorted. "But maybe
bylined. He lays down criteria efor
you would feel a little interest to
THE DAILY SUN
the faithful, and he will these out the
know that Rosenbeim are] Bashford
by Carrier. per week
10 ranks, Until none but the lemon pure
.G.,•.•right tie. al*
eave gathered in about a thousand
)
To desire a real good, tasty, refined Suit of Clothes
By mall, per month. In advance.. 26
wie remain. Four menciplea are
Oores of Omega In the last four ot
By mall. per year, in advance....$2 60
is
not
a sign of weakness. Rather it is an indication of
(Continued from last lame.)
Democratic, four principles are ute
zive
WbEKI.Y SUN
•ffl
personal pride and character. •
Dokeiridge Knapp gave me a keen
Tor year, by mall, postage paid..$i.00 Democratic, and four principles art
CHAPTER XVII.
on- Roueev eltien. be sa ye, railroa
glance.
A well groomed Man evokes favorable comment alAddress THE 81.1N. Paducah, Ky.... regteat-Ion,
In a Foreign Land.
entiercerneut of anti-trust
"There were no sales of above a
Office. 116 South Third.
Phone 36V
ways,
and human nature is just vain enough to like it.
The
and
groans
prayers,
if
they con- hundred shares," he said.
!ass, incume tax and labor aebitra
Our Fall and Winter Suits inspire confidence be'NO—most of them ran from ten to
lion are Democratic and Roosevelt- tinued, could be heard no longer
Payne & Young. Chicago and Nem
Sork, representatives.
tan; tariff reform, direct vote for Den through the double doors, and I seated fifty shares."
cause they are.correet. They are cut correctly, tailored
"Well," he continhed, looking fixedly
ators, restrict ion of injurnotion in myself by the desk and took account
perfectly and tit accurately—with no room left for
THU SUN can be found at the followlabor troubles and Filipino Laidepen of the events that had brought me to at me, "you know something about
lig please:
improvement.
Roseuheim?"
my present position.
denoe, are strictly Democratic.
• D. elements
Co.
"If it won't interfere with your
Where did I stand? What had I acMean also sumo up some Rome
Van Culin Bros.
volt politica un-Democratic; ship complished? What had I learned? plans," I suggested apologetically.
The,
Palmer House.
The Waif drew back his lips over
subeidlee. national incorporation of How was I to reach the end for which
his
fangs,
and
then turnee the snerl
railroads; interference of state rights I struggled and bring justiee to the
slayer of my murdered friend? As I into a smile.
by the treaty power, and asset cur
"Go on," he said, waving amends
passed in review the occurrences that
•
reney.
had crowded the few weeks since my for the snub he had administered.
It will require but a few moments for us to settle
The whole general analysis stamps arrival, I was compelled
"Well, I don't know much about
to confess
Bryan as no Democrat, Populist oi that I knew little more of the mys- Rosenheim. but I caught
the Fall Suit problem for you to your entire satisfaction.
aim talking
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Republican, but a rank demagogue.
teries that surrounded me than on the with Decker.
Choosing a Suit is very easy at this writing.
Generalities are Bryan's special- night I arrived. I knew that I was
"Ware the stocks transferred to
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
Later some of the best things will be missing.
ties. In the first place, -think of thee tossed between two opposing forces. Decker":"
unregenerate free -silver-Ito taykig I knew that a mysterious boy was sup-"No; they stand to Rosenhelm
November—I907.
down the qualifications for a party posed to be under my protection, and trustee.'
4028
17
8875 that stood for the single gold stand- that to gain end keep possession of
"Well, Wilton, they've stolen a
•
2
4254
18
3872 ard in the last campaign. If Bryesi him my life was sought and defended. march on Us, but I reckon we'll
eve
3888
19
3875 is sett for free silver and the party I knew that Doddridge Knapp had 'ern a snrerise before they're quite
4
3917
21
3859 is *tat for the single
gold stantleini, caused the murder of Henry Wilton, awake."
3910
22
3851 he is not even of that faith.
and yet for some unfathomable reason
"Mad," I continued caollr, "Decker's
7
3911
23
384-9
Bryan is a lawyer and yet he does gave me his confidence and employ- woi-king up a deal in Crown Diamond
3909
24
4063 no; knew that law is made by ramie- ment under the belief that I was Hen. and trying a little with Confidence-.Wilton, But I had been able to get you gave me a week to find out, you
25
3963
4144 cation more than arbitrary dictum
10
3971
4147 What rot to advocate the restriction no hint of who the boy might be, or may remember."
os
11
3960
4137 of injunction in labor questkmu and where he was concealed. or who was
"Very good, Wilton," said the King
the hidden woman who employed me of the Street with
12
29
4138 not in all other questions
3958
grudging !teemed'.
under com to protect him, or why be was sought
"We'll sell eel Decker quite a piece ot
14
3861 ditions execey similar.
3940
30
It simply in- by Doddridge Knapp.
Coven
Diamond
befere he gets
3923
31
115
4289 cncatea that Bryan
is up to hie o:d
How long I sat by the desk waiting, through. And now Is there
16
3908
anything
trick of playing to the clarisets. He thinking. planning. I knew not One
more in your packet?"
Total
107400 expects to
buy the labor vote in a scheme of action after another I had
'"It's empty," I confesred.
!Average. October, 1907
3978 block by advocating
such a heresy. considered and rejected, when a sound
"Well, you may go then."
verage. October, 1906
4018 if he was honest,
broke
on my listening ears. I started
he would advocate
Doddridge Knapp followed me to
Personally appeared before me.thls
sone specter lim!tation of the pow- up in feverish anxiety. It was from
the door, and rtood on the threshold
November 2nd, 1907, R. D. SiacMilers of Injunction, but he knows be the room beyond. and I stole toward as I walked down
the hall. There was
len, bus,nees manager of The Sun,
could not do that wiehout violating the door to learn what it might mean. no chance for spying or listening
at
who affirms that the above stateBurning
with
impatience,
I
thrust
the principle* of equity. The injunckey-boles, if I were so inclined, ,and
_
ment of the circulation of The Sun
aside the fears of the evil that might'
__though aomethnea_ sbnsece.
Le was mat aatil_Lehatioretacheelethe Corson. --"It's trtrir cut
tinsiber,
'eye
for et• month of
--eittn
w
hasty
action.
T
had-drawn
-the
one of the safe guards of our perbottom stair that I thought I heard you sor. If you was to
be here with
true to the be.. of his knowledge
key and raised it to the slot, when I
tonal rights.
the sound of a closing door behind 'en; for a month
or two you'd niver
heard a step in the middle room.
and belief.
me.
The idea of a candkleste for the had but time to retreat to my desk
think there was two of 'ene. alike.
'IPETER PURVEAR, Notary nubile.
As I stood at the entrance, almost There's as much difference
betwixt
My commission expires January 22, preeldeney declaring that the treaty when a key was fitted in the lock, the oblivious of the
123
throng that was bur- one and another as with apy two
making power ot the United States door was flung open. and Doddridge
19011.
rying up and down Clay street, Porter white men. I was bike
yots at first., IS now Open in new quarters.
does not eu.percede state rights, Knapp stepped calmly into the room.
Open day and night,
joined me.
says to meself that they're as Moi l
"Alt, Wilton," said the King of the
where they conflict. The treaty mak"Did you see him!" he asked,
Daily Thought.
as two pease. But, now, look at those
!egg power is the one of the fume- Street affably, "I was wondering if I
"Him? Who"
A suet essful man
is one
who Hone
two mugs there in that door. They're
of supreme government, and should find you here"
"Why,
Tom
Terri!!
sneaked down no more alike than you and me, as
Snakes h.s miotakes when they don't
There was no trace of surprise OT
the United Statee could not take
those stairs a little bit ago, sad
count against him.
Mr. Wilson here can tell you, sor"
rank among the nations of the earth' agitation in the free before me. If
The difference between the two ,
this was the man whose prayers and thought you might have tolled him up
without the absolute, unqualified
Chinese talk d to impress me, but '
groans and sobs had come to me there."
THANKSGIVING.
right of making treaties. Mr. Bryien
Could it be possible that this man I was ratntiful of my reputation as an,
throngh the locked door, if be had
It is in the very nature of man to must know
that in alleinstanees the wrestled
with hie ennscience or even bad been with Doddridge knapp, and old resident
worship some God
Domestic and imported glatizes of different shapes,
quyetion of the right of the govern- had
"Oh, yes; a very marked cortrnst,"
been the remising conscience of that it was his voice I had heard?
Every. agricultural people have ment
to Mahe treaty depends on the another, his face was a mask
reeeivers, cigar and eigarett3 jars, smoking
ash
I
said
This
promptly,
in
turn
just
seemed
improbable,
as
I
hardwould have
that
recognized
some supreme
being nee um. of the cape In point. The con showed no trace of the agony of ly possible.
set
decorated work, glass plates. tinfoil, leaffor
whose favor they sought to propiti- set
u Con and the supreme court
-There he Is now," whispered Porthoughts that might contort the spirit
gold
ate, and to whose beneficent innuence hart
cigar
bands, pin trays, card trays, felt backbong ago decided the principles beneath it.
ter.
they returned thauks in the harvest
ing. See window display. .
I turned my eyes in the direction be
on which the government's rights ate
"I was attending to a little work ot
•
'season.
based, and the question becomes one my own." I answered, after greeting indicated, and a shock ran through
The ancleot Israelites had their
me;
for
eye
my eye had met the
of
of sound judgment when it arises, If I felt much like a disconcerted pick
harvest festival' established by divine
Mr. Bryas might as well go beck to pocket I was careful to conceal the cir- a serpent. Yes, there again was the
decree, and when 2S6 years ago the
the old pre-eevolutionery issues of cumstance. and spoke with easy indif cruel, keen face, and the glittering, re
222 Broadway.
Pilgrim Fathers, after a stormy and
"taxation wet:dot respresen tat ion." or ference. "You have come back be pulsive eye, filled with malice and
terrible passage of the
Atlantic
hatred,
loaththat
with
beheld
I
-fore
had
I
expected
you,"
I continued care
take up the question of the 'right of
Rareggemmegggoopoie
ocean, landed in the dead of winter
ing and dread whenever it had come
search, as to raise such dead lames lessly.
on the bleak coast of New England,
"Yes." said the King of the Street in my path. With an evil glance Teras date rights and the treaty making
with equal gareleeseess. "Some fami- rill turned and made off in the crowd.
peopled with eavetges and the unpower.
"Follow teat plan. Wainwright,"
known terrors of the wilderness,
ly affairs called ins home sooner than
Yr. Bryan's speech gated:els us I had thought to come."
said I to the second guard, who was
they recognized the divine hand that
"Mrs Knapp is not ill, I trust" I close at hand. "Watch him to-night
was guiding their dendrite., and they open only one point, and that is his
and report to me to-morrow."
fell down on their knees, hungry and utter lae-k of an iseue for the ap- ventured.
I wondered what could be the mean"Oh, no."
presidential
campaign
cold and hcipless as they were, and pro.:tiling
ing of Terrill's visit to the building.
"Nor Miss Knapp!"
returned thanks to a Providence Not one of the propositions he has
"Oh. all are well at the house, but Was it to see Doddridge Knapp and
that had provided this refuge, and made well support a candidacy, for
get his orders? Or was it to follow
that had saved them from the they do not ametint-tre a policy of sometimes you know women-folks get
up some neve plan to wrest from me
nervous."
government.He
has
supeetted
only
cruel seas.
the secret I was supposed to hold?
Was
possible
it
that
Mrs.
Knapp
in
unmasking
the utter varuity of
Direct Proeidential intervention
had sent for her husband' What But there was no answer to these
w-as more easily recognizable, per- national Delmar-rate-.
questions, and I turned 'toward my
The only poesible issue that could other meaning could I put cia these
haps. in the simple days of the May
room to prepare for the excursion
be
evolved
Waft MirOCSOWCIP/ APIES'1"14111223
out of bee pleadings ts
flower than under the more COM
that had been set for the evening.
sworn
that they were twins if Corson
oleo condition of life that we meet that of Roosevelt vs. Bryan. In 1 h 96
It was with hope and fear that I
had suggested it.
tind yet, Bryan represent ed smite h ing regal
in this day oethe
Fourth eit.
tools,mty_ way to the Pine StreetepalPhonies 787
--Very remitrkablar°Said 5fts..Carter
during the few moments that -Thter- end he was takereareelomay. New -he
ace. It was my fear that was realised.
t_
dubiously.
vene between our dinner time and is to be taken about as seri-trimly a•
Mrs. Bowser fell td my lot, while LuIn and out we wound through the
the football game today, it might be an adeera;e-arguing a had case beella joined Mr. "Carter. and Mrs. Caroirnetal city—the fah-eland that
Mr.
with
followed.
Horton
well for us to remember that the fort' a jury.
ter
Beauties of Jail.
ied out in jail. Oecar Wilde wrote
Corson wac\ waiting for us at the stretched away, gay vete laneons and
God, who guided the people of the
A story is going the rounds about Ihis best poeml reline ealcign tithe
!easy
with
strange
crowds,
changing
at
City Hall. I had arranged with the
Mayflower, is still -able to destroy
In a decision upholding Met validBunyan wrote Pilgrims' Progress in
policeman that he should act as our times as we came nearer to a tawdry a lawyer who realizing his criminal
the pen-0e of the lasitania.
ity of the 11,000e-saloon tax, the
reality, cheap, dirty, and heavy with client bad a hopeles case, induced Jail and Cervantes wrote part 0:
guide,
bad
Porter
and
him
given
and
supreme court of Obiershas gone furIlion Quixote in the same petteertiti
Barkhouse as assistants in case any odors. here was a shop where ivory them to plead guilty. lie told them
I
In delicate carvings, bronze work that
Beeause Deroe was locked
The Doumsr may strip the Czar of ther than merely fix the status of
the advantages that they would quiet.
should be needed.
Theses of les ancient title of (two saloon's in that commonwealth. ,It
"A fine night for it, sor," said Cor- showed the patient handicraft and grotaught a trade and would be up for his pamphlet, The Shortect
t rat. but he is autocrat juin the ARM* has settled an interestin.g.ert of quesson In greeting. "There's a little cele- tesque fancy of the oriental artist, lay able to make extra money by over- Way with Disseeriers, he found theEUTT, IHREsS FINIS'S
tions. resulting from the ilinees of
bration goin' on among the baythens side by side with porcelains, fine and time; how they could become edu- time to lay plans for Robinson Crucoarse, decorated with the barbaric
the late Governor Pattison. linmesoe. -Leigh Heat- wrote Rimni irr
FOR TH IN KSGIA ING
ie
to-night, so you'll see 'em
THE OTHER EXTREME,
their
taste in forum and color that rules the cated, and, altogether made the at- ijail, and Sir Walter
dietele
after
his
inauguration
he
was
Raltegh, (furJudge Morris' timely rebuke to
tractions
of
tha
place
sem
glowso
-AND ALL (X.X'ASIONS.
ling his imprisonment In the Tower
looking across the dark shrubbery art of the ancient empire, Next the ing that the other
_Arthur Geebel And Caleb Powe'rs' rieken with fatal illneoe and hill'
prisoners in the
-rich
shop
was
a
low
den
from
whose
of Portsmouth Square and up Washbretheren-law
for following the passed by the legislature were car-jail also pleaded guilty that they of London turned out his History
ington street, the eye could catch a open door poured fumes of tobacco
lof the world. Tees° and Silvio Pee
Sheriff around summonsing jurymen. ried to his bedrohni, and presumably
and
opium,
and
in
whose misty depths might also reap these advantages. leo
line of gay-colored lanterns, swaying
How often do you ise'e a
both found the air of a jail conwaved him from serere criticism. signed. Ills .physiettl condition Pro- •
As
a
matter
figures
of
fact
quite a good
of bloused little men huddled
in the light wind, and casting a melmeet to evening clothes with
The inmeeesion was out that Judge filleted visits of friends, and there
around tables and swayed hither and turned out in Jail. Oscar Wilde wrote ducive to literary endeavor.—Washlow
glow on buildings and walks.
AatTle Mae article of weer-lee
ington Herald.
:Morrie, in his anxiety to give the *me. whose interests were atirersely af
"Oh, Isn't it sweet! So charming!" thither. The click of dominoes, the deal of excelent work has beh +urnapparel On, too, that violates
PeaTercee of fairnees to Caleb PotOr-s' reeled by the laws, grew Platelike oost.
rattling
of
Wall
tied
Counters,
Mad the
cried Mrs. Bowser. as we came into
the ethics °Leila_ dress ---til`'
Use Sun Want Ade—Best results,
!
trtae had authorised Powers to send that the governor really was
full view ofethe scene and crossed the excited cries of Men, rose from the
vereng eollae, t i,e, Vent, Or
sOITTM one along-to watch the sheriff eompos menes, and his ece-retarr.
throng.
invisible
carries
line
from
one
that
ecemetbir.g just as eetientia4,
in the discharge of his duty, and that Hoc. Louie- B. Houck. was attendee-I
The Body Merely elechine.
"They're the biggest gamblers the
modern San Francisco into the anThere are clubt any ember of die.
Arthur Goebel assumed the same to the executive duties for an irTI(IIIII 1
cient oriental city, Instinct with fee- Onld Nick iver had to his hand." said
petent chief. Every-law eneeted was
,ases in which the Osteopathic is the
- Privilege on the re.de of vengeanee.
sign life, that goes -by the name of Corson; "there isn't one of 'em down
Such things make one look
setily tteatment that will give any...re- Of course, in all sound theory of thus questioned, among them tee
Chinatown. Sordid and foul al it ap- there that wouldn't bet the coat off his
r idieu lerat hottest(' of well
our' crilleinal law Arthur Goebel his high license elawoolts validity re
lief at all.
pears by daylight, there was a channel back."
*
drestied,
"Dear me, bow dreadful!" said Mrs.
and romestice to it under the lanternThe various phases of neuralgia
no elueinees Interfeene in the; trial tlee the question of the governor's •
lights that softened the darkness.' Bowser. "And do we have to go down
at. all; hut, be that as it may. for competence- and sets at reet a lot re
and rheumatism as an example yield'
No danger ofe sueh things
Crowds of Chinese hurried along the into that horrible hole, and bow can
the court to authorize any relit- of ugly store*, that had no real frame:
more- readily to -the Osteopathic
happening to you if you let ii,
streets.
loitered at corners, gathered we ever get out with our lives?"
espoinage in the matter. was insult- lion'
treatment than-they do to Medicine.
*
"We're not going down there,
i fit you out for evening clothes.
about points of interest, but it seemed
So too do lumbago, chronic heading to the civil °finer. and threw him
as though it was all one man repeated ma'am," interrupted (:arson shortly.
aches, partial paralysis and keedred
liable to all 'Norte of infleences and
THE J()KERNITTIL
"And
over
where
and over.
next?" asked Luella.
The right Suit, the right
ailments, and to one who knows the
hrtimidatiott. If the court hall the
The
question was addressed to the
"Why, they're all alike!" exclaimed
25c
vest, collar, everything will be
first principals of Osteopathy It is
least enepielon of the siberiffet integ- How do you know he beetle any
Mrs. Bowser. "How do they ever tell policeman, not to me. Except for a
just as le should be.
easily to see why this is to,
rity, tV. right way to proceed, would weee of humor?" "floes-use he hasn't
formal greeting when he had met, Lueach other apart?"
Osteopathy is a scientific system
be to disnenite with hie FerVteeft, and ere tense of any k Ind."—Cleve:tend
"Oh, that's slay enough, ma'am," re- ella had spoken no word to me during
of exercise for the nerves and organs
e -appoint some reelable person to Re- Ien:n Dealer.
•
the
Remember we are closed
evening.
his
plied Corson with a twinkle in
of the body—simply
cure the venire. Certainly it would le
"Here's the biggest joss-house in
manipulation
eye. "They tie ia knot In their pigrill dary Thanksgiving.
Tonic
by
which it restieres structural norinexcusable for a court to permit an
"Have you ever contributed an.
tail,, and that's they way you knoW town," said Corson. "We might as
mality-. The body is a machine ran
interested party to supervise the money towerd the <Twee of higher
well see it now as any time."
'cot"
by unseen forces called life, and
work of the Merit
ediiention?" "Indeed. yes. We use
"Laws! you don't sari" said Mrs.1 "Oh, do let us see those delightfully
that
It may ,run harmoniously it is 'net coWe bespeak a fair trial for Caleb Standard
Boa-ser, much impressed. "I never horrible idols," cried Mrs. Bowser.
I at our house"-- Lite.
P
a
ry
that
but
•
that ;reale
there be_likerly_nt.'•l
lelLaem
-1- Pewees
nervesand" arteries from the One"It is -a--strangereeembleoce," said (To be- continued In se xt Isnite.)
or ineocence he esertilished eiopn the
y gives us lots of trouble.'i
415e>eir
1
.
312.0ADViillY
"
Mt. Carter. "Don't you find it almost
rating point to destination. This it
competent testimony
of crediahle
he bas his owe way."
I
C -F ,-i--*71? To
impossible to distinguish between
what osteopathy does gives liberty
YOU DON'T
, 'witnesses ,before a jury peketeeientr.
TO WAIT
antylrow. You.. don't
-Retry dOse makeq y.s3 let-Metter. Las.ros
' to the blood, nerves and arteries.
' bit the fraud and injostese and
trouble is.---NVaebitigton
tell you the truth, sOri no." fetid keeps your wieds tasides tight. 601,1 or the
trolliar.0lidlailac.41""11.4
Dr. C B. Froage, 5Ie Firoadwate
wretched Ussery of former trials,
et. moverbesit plan everywnete. ere* IC euits.
phone 1407.
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A GOOD SUIT

Fabrics are Choice 'and

Handsome

$12.50, $15.00, $18.50, $20.00 to $25.00
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MATERIAL FOR HAVANA MOSAIC

THE SMOKE HOUSE

Foreman Bros..Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

•

House wiring, electric plants installed;
Complete machine shop.
L32.424.144.
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will get a $1.00
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Many Attend Reception.
A large crowd attended the Thanks
giving reception at the Home of the
Friendless yesterday afternoon and
were entertained by the lady managers of the Institution with refreshments and exercises by the ctildren
of the home.

6ilkoline

carried white chrysanthemunis
only attendant sae -little Patinae
Frogge. who preceded the couple
bearing flowers. 'An informal reception was held after the ceremony and
a delicious luncheon was sered.
Mr, and Mrs. Grief will be entertained today at the home of the
bridegroom's sister, Mro m. E.
Statete.415 Fountain avenue, with an
elaborate Thanksgiving dinner. They
will be at home to their friends after
today at 534 Jackson street.

4•.1

IN THI COURTS

GOOD GOODS

.r-r Tit
In Circuit Court.
A divorce suit was riled yesterday
by Joe Williams against his wife,
Nannie Williams. They were married at Hopkineville in February,
190,6.

Are the goods to buy, as they stay
good so very long, which brings the
first price down, and they always
look nice during service.

Deeds Filed.
Mrs. W. H. Sugg was called to
G. B. Glass to T. A. Wade, land in
Madisouvilie this morning to see her
Dance for Friday Night.
mother, Mrs. Bishop, who is serious- the county, $6,000.
The younger eociety set will give a ly ill,
dance on Friday everieng at the
Mr. John Howlett, of Murray, was
Liens Filed.
Twenty-five pieces of plain and figured
Knights of Columbus hail, The net in the city last night.
The Fowler-Wolfe company filed
Silkoline in all colors, worth 12 12c to 15c.
is at the Palmer House cigar stasis.
Mr. Charles L. Hill, of Murray, is a lien against fixtures of H. G. Thorny
in the next twentyTo close out at the very special price of
in the city today.
tion'e.electric theater for supplies
five years will be
Thatikstgiving Eve Dance.
Mr. Herbert White, of Los Angeles, furnished amounting to $70.1.0.
'rho dance given. by the Knights oe Cal., is visiting his sheer, Mies Kate
The Katterjohn Brick company
spent at the table.
Columbus at their hall on Broadway White, at 412 (Meek street. Mr. NVhlte filed a lien against J. H. VanCulin
COMMUNITY
lest evening was a largely attended formerly laved _in Paducah and has for $111.20.
and delightful affair. It was the first many friends here.
SILVER
of a eerie" of dances to begtven this
Mr. E. C. Thous of Benton, is
is-tater. The new bell- is eery hand- spending Thanksgiving stth the famwill do much to
some in its appointments and will be ily of Mr. H. C. Wilson, 501 North
make those thous41 -popular place for social affairs.
Eight street.
ands
of hours happy
afternoon with Mrs. Roy K
Orlin
Mies Cora Lou Wilson, of -501
Sixth and Jefferson streets.
by makingthat table
Prominent *arshall County Wielding. North Eighth street, is spending
Miele Agnes Faust, of Padima. Mar- Tbankegiving in Benton.
attractive. This
The 'boat, Royal and Cowling have
shall eounto and Dr. W. T. Little. of
Mr. and Mrs. I. S. Mason and eon,
9999999999
more than tripleThanksgiving.
tied
up
today
few
Calvert City, will be married today I. S. Mason, Jr., ore in the city to
plated
ware has the
The Spread Eagle, which was duo
at the home of the bride and will spend Thanksgiving with Mr. and
a
elAI'FIELD.
style
e and
of thaeppebaers-t
leave at once for Calvert city, their Mn. 4. B. Bradshaw, at the Tandy last !Owlet from St. Louie, will get in
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
today to go in winter quairters.
future home, They are prominent Oats.
aaaaeseeeoee
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
The John S. Hopkins well make her
young people and wen known in PaMies Alice Strong, of Cairo, arrived
Sterling. It is arBroadway. Phone 196.
THE AVALON PATTERN
Mr. Estelle France and Miss
ducah. The beide is a cousin of Mos. in Paducah this -mornitig to he ('he regular tap today.
tistic
and yet simple,
The
towboat
Eagleao
loiled
to
get
-We have just received another enoe Touhey, of MeOfited. were mar- Wilder Vetere, of Monroe street.
guest of the Misses Fiteth and Doris
more
than
triple
plated,
and
cacb
piece will
mornaway yesterday, but left this
lot of those beautiful White Wax De- ried Wednesday in Cain), Hi. Mr.
othy Lanigetaff for several days.
ing
o'clock
at
S
after
for
Viciceborg
signs. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
a
lifetime.
last
Fletcher-Grimmer.
France is the son of Albert France
Palmer--Cialro
football
team;
-We give you better carriage and and is one of the efficient clerks in
Miss Myrtle Fietchen- and Mr. Hy- Frank B. Wolf. St. Louis; C. H. Na- logs.
Mr. Frank Moiluske second clork
better service for the money than the grocery of Bryant & Sons. The land Grimmer were married last even her, Boston; W. J. Gooch, Franklin.:
is given by any transfer company in beide is the daughter of Mrs. log at the tee-siderite of Mr. Seeders, F. M. Edwards, Louisville; J. C. Mc- on the Dick Fowler, went to Cairo to
America. Flue carriages for special Toughey, of West Mayfield, and an 610 South Tberd street. They are Cabe, Chicago; C. H. Bradley, Mur- spend Thanksgiving wilb relatives.
The Patents will get away foe the
occasions 'on short notice; also ele- excellent young woman worthy to popular young people and a number ray.
of friends witneseed the ceremony.
Belvedere--E. L. Brick, St. Louis: Tenneswee after ties for the Ayergant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co. make a desirable helpmeet.
They left today for Princeton to visit C.. L. Hill, Murray; A. Lichwood. Lord Tie company.
-Forma for real estate agents for
River stage 11.9, a rise of 0.5,
Ten Years for Marion Reed.
relatives and will reside in Padoish. New York: E. L. Emery, Indianaposale at this office.
lis;
Charles
C.
Lenard.
Metropolis:
Marion
Reed,
a
young
man
about
Daily
-City subscribers to the
Bryan in the Pulpit.
Wedding-Jest Announced.
Rouiand Neal, St. Louis: Charles
Sun who wish the delivery of their 21 years old, of the Feather Creek
--_
Incorporated;
Worcester,
Memo, Nov. 28.A'nncsincementl has just been made Philips, Columbus; E. D. Jonee,
papers stopped must notify our col- section., who was tocketed at the last
Br)
an
occupied
the
pullet
of
the
June term of circuit court, 1907. of the marriage of Miss Moo A. Wil- Chattanooga.
lectors or make the requests direct
New Richmond-J. R. Denny, Gra- Adams Street Congregational church
charged with the offense of contm4t- Items, of Cadiz. Ky., and 'Mr. Everett
to The Sun office. No attention will
ng rape on th
eagle H. Morrie, of this city. on August 25 haniville; J. L. Smith, West Frank- here today and preached a Thanks0-Out
nat.
Vuu r
ROST
FOR
be paid to such orders when given
iBohaelons the 14-year-old oh IM of at Cairo.. The bride was visiting her fort; John F. Riley, Cincinnati; Ed giving day lay sermon at the request
Tennessee.
Phone
222.
Third
and
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
Zeigler, of the pastor, the -Rey, Percy H. ElGuy
IJerry Berhanore !King about eight cousin, Mn. Fannie Carter, at 322 Baynes. Metropolis;
horse -e-thoeing,
J. E. MORGAN
per, formerly of Lincoln.
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the miles esaetof-heeta,'had- he -triere Tees-- M.adisaasteset. Padiscolv, 04.-4be-AV,--.11eanatt,
Katt-taws; It, for a few months, and- I have ai:t
general repaereua. -rubber tires, tea
;day tend was sentenced to ten years She is a pretty and attractive young yule; W. N. Smith,.Metropolis.
quired an interest in his business and
South Third.
woman. Mr. Morris is connected with
Former County Assessor John A. REGIS SHIPS 12(40,000
in the pentitentisey.
shall look after ft for him. Any inTO B171- TOBACCO ('ROP.
FOR SALE at a bargain. New
county, Is
the E. P. Gibson & Company whole- Howlett, of Calloway
formation with reference to any
seven room brick house in course of
sale preent More and bats hired hes spending the day with relatives in
Ben Parker SOPS for Insurance.
Subecrthers
inserting
want
ads
in
branch of It will receive prompt atMorganfield, Ky., Nov. 28. tSpebetween MadBen Parker, who was acqukted in about a year. He is a impeller young this city.
The Sea will kindly remember that eouertruction. Sixteenth
tention If you will call up The Sun
cial.)-Regie buyers have shipped
Monroe...Phone
1.662.
ison
and
A.
Berry
and
C.
C.
(loos
man
Judge
W.
and
formerly
circuit
lived
swum
at
last week, has filed suit
Puryeer,
°Mee. Both phones 358. E. J. Paxcrop all such items are to be paid for
The (sample will resisle with ham will go to Smithiand to attend ee151,0-04) in cash to pay for the
through Attorneys Webb and Bade Teem
FOR SALE-12-ton towboat withvihen the ad is intoned, the rule apton.
of tobacco purchased in this vicinity
court in. two deposition eases,
plying to every one without excep- tint engine Suitable for either game
-Skates for the rink, plain steel against the Ineurance, company for Mrs. Carter.
More is to follow,
Goiner.
of
Lebanon.
Mr.
Turner
2660,
ihne or steam. Lucas & Gilbert. 293
allegedbri
be
due on a teolece
tiou.
roller and ball-bearing roller. anT
•
Tenn., is spending Thanksgiving with
Pretty Thanksgiving Wedding.
Fraternity building.
size, reasonable 'prices, at R. D. which he had on Ws furrettire when
250 Miners Strike.
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
The marriage of Miss Dorothea Mrs. Walter Seinen, of this city.
his boarding house burned.
Clements & Co.
FOR RENT-Four room flat with
Wheeling.
W.
Va.,
Nov.
28
-BeMr. Ed Lindsey, of Leechville.
Oberhausen andeletr. Joseph Shoulta
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy- bath, front and back porches, balls,
-Order your engraved calling
cause'
merchants
St.
Clairethe
of
will take place this afternoon at 3:30 Ark., is the guest of'his slater, MTS.
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
cards for Christmas and Chrietmas
etc., upstairs, No. 1440 Broadway.
SEVEN BODIES FOUND
o'clock at the St, Francis de Sales Rose Morrie, 1025 South Eleventh vine, Ohio, it is said, refused to acWANTED-Fresh milch cows. C. L. D. Sanders,
gifts from The Sun at once. 10.0
cept
script
lootedby
the
Providence
church. The Rev Father H. W. Jan- street.
Phone 2450.
cards and plate $1.20.
FARM FOR SALE cheap. 22 acres
Coal company, over 259 miners M. Black,
Kansas City, Nov. 28.- Sews sen will perform the ceremene. Mitre
-For nom tiering mach f res, band
or rent, laundry com- of land on the southeast side of
SALE
FOR
struck
today.
Bugler
at
Rink.
Rosa
Shouita,
a
brideArmy
sister of the
&tern. rubber type and stencils of .all bodies were recovered from a roomplete. Ring old phone 42c-r.
where the N., C. & St. L. R. R. cross
Another unique and novel Idea was
kiwis, call on The Dtamond Stamp ing house occupied by laborers which groom, is the maid of honor, and Mr.
STORY
OF
BUTCIIERY
FOR heaUt.g aud stovewood rIng es Island creek, will'Be *old to party
by the management of
inerodueed
Heavrin
is
the
ebtit
man
,
burned
Herman
early
today.
The
bode
,
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Works. 115 South Third. Phones 358.
making best offer for same. See
BY MEXICAN INDIANS. 437 F. Levin.
The bride will wear white cashmere the auditorium rink today. A regu-Place your orders for wedding either were suffocated or esphyidated
John Thompson or John
Magistrate
phone
FOR
Ditit
WOOD,
old
arover Silk and a white picture hat. lar army bugler from the coast
invitations at home. The Sun is as they were unburned. The fire was
South Fourth street.
Beeich.
119
El
-Members
J.
Paso.
Tex
,
Nov.
28.
2361.
caused presumably by an explosion The maid of honor will wear white tillery sounded the calls for the
showing as great an assortment as
has
CLEANING AND PRESSING-neatcashmere. Both will carry
FOUND-Small pocketbook. Call
white grand march at the afternoon and of the prospecting party that
of natural gas.
you will find anywhere, at prices
been in Senora, Mexico, bring a story 2330 Broadway. Describe property ly done. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
ropes. The bridal party and friends will tonight.
much lower than you will have to
will be entertaisted with an elaborate
There is a slight change in the of butchery by the Yaqui Indiana in -ROOMS for rent, 4011 Washington Work called for and delivered Oas
MRS. TAFT ILL
pay elsewhere.
/
dinner this evening at the home of hours of the sessions. The ladies' which fottr persons were killed and Old phone 2500.
trial Is all I ask. James Duffy, Sorg
-The Sun Is showing tne prettiest
the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. session will begin at 9:30 and close. two injured. The prospectors found
Ninth street, near Broadway. Phone
top
desk
with
FORSALE-Roll
the dead and badly mutilated bodies
lines of fancy stationery for the holiMilburn, Conn.. Nov
28.-2-Mrs. H. Oberhausen, on South Nineteenth at 11. The afternoon seselon begins
338-a.
office.
chair.
Apply
at
this
of
horribly
four
men
and
the
wounddays you will see anywhere. Give lausio Taft, mother of the secretary street.
at 1:30 and closes at 5. Grand march
WANTED-For U. S. army: -Ablerent
for
1010
Jones
ed
of
another.
The
!Means
HOUSE
form
your order at once, for Christmas.
of war, Is serfourey ill at her home
at 3:30. Keening session begins at
bodied unmarried men between ages
imme- street.
raids
in
that
have
made
five
-1(e) visiting cards and plate for near here, and her recovery is exKateerjohn-Griet
7:15, cloves at le - en. Grand march
of 21 and 35; citizens of the United
diate vicinity in the last seven days
WANTED-Table boarders; 213
$1.20 at The Sun, special prices for tremely doubtful-.
A pretty and attract ye borne at 9 o'clock.
States, of good character and temreported.
and
other
deaths
are
the holidays.
South Fourth.
wedding was that of Miss Marie
perate habits, who can speak. -relecno-eo--,
-For your Thanicegiving BaltiCatherine Katterjohn and Mr. John
PARTNER wanted moving picture and write English. Men wanted now
THE POWERS CASE.
BRAKEMAN
SHOT
TRAMP
results.
'Se
met
tds.-Best
Sun
11
more goiters stall No. 55 city market
Edward Grief, which was solemnized
show. Address F., care Sun.
for service in Cuba. For informat:on
or old phone 243.
last evening at the home of the
- 0, gilt-e
-dge se- apply to Recruting Officer, New ROAWANTED-21,;24
The celebrated Dr. Nibksek is
Georgetown, Ky., Nov. 2R.-(ope_ bride's parents, Mr. and -Mrs. John
Jim Smith, a colored brakeman,
mend House, Paducah, Ky.
curity. Address C., care Sun.
drawing tremendous crowds to the ciael-When court adeaurned last W. Katterjohn, 1136 Caldwell street, employed on the Nashvillee division
-medium
-To
buy
a
WANTED
Kozy theater itightlywitt his litneoci night eleven furors were in the box The ReV, William E. Bourquin, of of the lilinote Central. was shot six
AN EMPTY C4WFIN.
price, desirable home, close in on
His work is of in the Powers case. Those were alib- the German Evangelical church, per- dram by a tramp. whom he attemptand Yogil trecire
north side. Address Widow, care Bun.
elieh a mysterious elide puzzling net- i-ea to perempto
&N.
ry chollengee. Three formed the ceremony. A number of ed to eject from he train last night.
ef-n
SINie red
A BRICK residence for rent, 1435 Iimly of lirlde
ure as to keep his audiences wonder- are Repo!pecans. Three are agoi nit friends were present for the occasion. Smith was, brought to the !Illinois
Carket,
.Missing
From
Age
Years
Cave,
Apply
to
Re-i.
Madison.
W. E.
what is to come next. Dr. Nib- capital pteneehment and only- one of The house was prettily decorated Central hospital this morning. 149
'214 North Seventh street.
lock is indeed a Wender in his mys- these is subject to peretnptory tete- with plants and chrysanthemums in
is in a dangerous condition.
terious work. He nruirt be seen to ten-ge.
Sturgis. Ky., Nov. 214.--Memorko
FOR RENT-The seven room. one
scheme of white and green.
be appreciated. From 7:310 to 10
story frame cottage at 333 North of a murder from ambutah of the
The bride looked especially pretty
Card of Thanks.
o'clock: all week.
Seventh. Apply to Dr. J. G. Scooter. young bride of lienry-leelaniey, which
in a dainty dress of white Paris musWe wish to trank all our friends
DR. SULLIVAN ATTENDED
the kindness
-The Iodiee Mite eioesigeoseathe
WANTED-To rent house or cot- °soured near here 14 yews ago, wore
FUNERAL OF DIL NEWELL. lin elaborately inlet with-elite-re She and neighbors for
rinzt Baptist ehte-ch win meet Friday
shown us during our recent bereave,
tage by permanent tenant. Address revived when- the body was exhumed
for bural in another portion of the
ment, the illness and death of our
P. G. M., care Sun.
The Rev. G. T. Sullivan and famcounty. That is, it was the intention
beloved mother, Mrs. Virginia Strong.
ily will/arrive this afternoon from rTHE Perfection-011-Heater-asel
her etteband, Mr. Delaney, to have
MISSES STRONG,
Parise-T-enn. Dr, Sullivan was exRayo Lamps-advertised in this paper 04
the body reenoved,-init he tourist inck0X BORO
eeeted yesterday but remained in
are sold only by Noah's Ark.
stead thet he was reburying an empty
PADU('ARAN WILL BUT
Parts to conduct the funeral of the
GOOD PRICE paid for furniture coffin.
GOVERNOR FINE SILK HAT.
Rev. Thomas J. Newell, who was
and stoves at Williams---& Peal. 205
Juet heforeetne rotten oaken_Xeet
-buried in Peels. The officiating minSouth Thlo
oljareet. New phone 901-a.
s about to be-ion/Teed into as new
\ lerulavine, Nov, 28-roe-There Is apisters at Paris were Drs
Sullivan
-HORSE--For sale or trade for lot. grave some one suggested that it be
OrISTR"
,
",
parently a strong desire anomie the
md felaekard, of Paducah, the Rev.
;J. Wes Troirtmans Vie Soute Third opened - to wee in ware remdition was
admirers of Oossernor-elect Wilbeen
II. W. Brooks, presiding elder of the
street.
the body of the ,mirrilered Wt. To
to ascertain the size se his bat. It
Paris district. At the funeral servOur shoes have given I - HOUSE AND LOT--On South the viurpriee of everyone. they foetid
seems that several Wielson. men in
ice held in Brownsville in the morn,C LOT HES
variouseparts of the state penned
Ingo the ministers present who took
a smile of satisfaction to Third street for sale cheap. Apply to not even a pile of the reddish dust
werich Is the earthly end of bodies in
'Chas. Riddle or B. Weill° & Soto
their faith on his election to tbe expart were: Dr. J. W. Blacker-1i, of
-- tilany during the season.
"Zig. fliastrr ttraftutanstpipJ.
tent of waging variegated headgear,
Paducah. Rev. C. A. Warterfirld. of
FOR REN'I-A suite of furnishen the coffin.
It was empty, and from the condiand a number of them appear anxious
Memphis, Rev. W. 'A. Freeman, of
rooms to gentlemen. Over Iverrion &
The reason it, we've Wallace's drug Wore, Seventh and tion of the hinges it was celdont that
to show their appreciation of his sucFulton. hedge John
R. Bond, of
the chest had been opened and the
cess by eharing their gonse with the
Brownsville, and T. B. King, of Memconsulted the customer's Washington etreete.
body removed.
new chief executive. Yesterday Peetphis, represented the laymen of the
GO and have a pair of pants made
foot, more than his to order for 17.04. Goods guaran- Delaney eloped with pretty Abby
4onteren-ce. The fioral designee coymaster Woods received a, commungaOliver 14 years ago againet- the
Fiener, the postpoa et.
teed. Solomon, Tailor, 113 South
They keep out the cold 'red the entire lot at the cemetery of Roxboro clothes that sur- tion from Frank M.inquiring
wiehes of her father and against the
the
glee
friends waa unusually large at both
master
at
Padocale
Third street.
passes anything we've bad.
and insuteiteedom from
sentiment of the townspeople. They
hat worn by the governor-elect, with
Paris, and the crowd of sorrowing
MOTHER'S SOOTHING BALM for went to ntorgandeld to be married.
Our idea has beenYou'll
eee ready - made
the information that one of Mr. Willcoughs, cold, pneumo- places.
and rough skin, maee be and art-hey were fettunning on horse
clothes that fit perfectly; that
son's admirers in that city -was aenot how CHEAP but chapped
Mrs. Hawkins, is for sale at Stutz'i hark throneh the woods near Sturgis
nia, etc.
of
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collectionto
stroust
adding
NO DELAY IN SAILING.
of
are correct in style; honestly
how- GOOD'.
toady store,
hand noshed from the
an armed
election headgear. He had selectee
tailored;
with
the
substantial,
DON'T FORGET the Hole-in-the- wornie and killed the girl.
Says Evans, Replying to Current Rea fine silk one, the writer went on to
If your feet want good Wa.11 111 SOU ill Third etoret, for Delaney encerped and -rode tate
all -wool, durable quality in
port Itegarilin,g Departure.
say, or rather he was reedy to *elect
tamales and sand- Sturgis with a swinging arm and
it as soon as he knew the size of the
them.
treatment, come in with ehee-con-carne,
wiches of all kinds.
harnees of his horse half shot off.
Washington. Nov. 28.-"You can
governor's head.
These things are not new
'ern.
FOR--REN't----One six-room cot- No one ever learned who kilted the
bet your North American life that the i
in Roxboro clothes; but
tage, 502 North Seventh, All Mod- girl, but her body was reiorivetned anti
battleship fleet will sail from HempQUItle RETURNS FROM SUN
Let us allow you.
Agents for Stacy ern conveniences. Phone 264.
supposedly had been mouldering in
en Roads on its voyage to the Pio-lthey're uncommon in readyWANT Mee. ARE RIWEIVE1).
ie on the morning of December 16th,
Mr. Harry Fisher lost a watch fob
Adams, Nettleton's and
FOR SALE--Four two-room bna the ground for 14 yeses.
made goods.
It is believed that It was ternovett
The vessels will be under way as
night before last and advertised for
Apply to Mrs. M. Kahn. 303
Clapp's fi-ne shoes for houses.
to obleterate all trove* of the origin
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would he a delay In Resembling and
lounkeepera were arrested last night
turned it to Mn-. FisOereincidents of
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Fat SAIAC----ilning-ii;om
the consequent departure of the fleet
on charges .of violating the gunnny
turned -It to Mr, Fisher. Incidents of
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mir 11041,ier for ito
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Fifth and Broadway. Opp. Palmer House,
Souci flats.
Use Sun Want Ads.-Best results.
sere continued until December 10.
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29,375 Hours of Your Life

9e per gard

HART'S the place to buy good
goods at the right price.:

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.

Chamois Vests

eHERE,

And Chest Protectors

r
i

For Men and
Women, Too

This fall we
show you a stock

Iv

50c to $3.50
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WELL BALANCED
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Shiver

f

Just scratch a match—light
the Perfection Oil Heater—
and stop shivering.

'ff!TotolffiCRIM=11113111.1
42,

11,

not AtOnd to Your Own Little
in tlo Game

4.4

_

'a.'
^

and Cool and Alert and
Don't Let Any Balls Get Past
You—That's the Idea.

me optimistic

Wher-

•

ever you have a worn that's
hard to heat—that the furnace

doesn't

„e rse s r

•

'airy,
HOW TO MEET THE SITUATION

reach—there

e
1

you'll need a

1

I I.

PERFECTION Oil Heater

Keep cool: don't get excited; don't
ftgtne that present monetary eonetions are more than siaort-tieed:
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
toe': ta:k panic; don't think pante:
Just the thing for blizzard time or between seasons. Its genial
re2te an atmosphere of faith net
glowing heat makes any r.xln Cneerful and cozy. No smoke—
11*
.ptintlern wherever you go. Sete •
no smell—srrickeless device prevent:.
Bran
ref
}Ott Cone letr_ee, and th .•
font holds 4 quarts of oil burning 9 hours. Finteed credlt, and people who (...
ished in apan and nickel Every heater warranted.
a be eseastel of such act too dri
rrerscy out of bal
The
Gives a restful,
eo, says the MneufaetteOr
steacly.soit light
h_e can't last. Idle inoeee
which is so much appreciated by workers and
'tins a hole hi your poeket and g
students.
Made of brass, nickel plated with the
or. 114771 want their manes- to wits
latest improved central &aft burner. Eery lamp
o eity-feur houre a day, Sundays HI!
warranted.
Write cur nearert agerev for de..
.toldays included. Thee eaut in i
script:2.e circular if your dealer cannot supply
'rot Et Cr ineonne from IL Don't
the Perfection Oil Heater or kayo LalfIlp.
enegine that Idle money is going ti
Standard Oil Company
day idle. It will sciet be eolith*
(Incorporated;
back into the banke, just as SOOT! 114-1
tg osincrs come to the:r
realize that the have been me,.
!erlcial than a woman who yt2::•.
vise a poor little mouse happier*
1ree.,t, of Covington.
E have arranged with one of the greatest fur manufacturers of both this country and Europe .to
The coming seeion of the legislat- beeirctotn. The whole swore ••
ure wil he the fourth term in. the be laughable lilt were not so
have their representative show to the people of Paducah their entire line of Furs Saturd
ay.
, its ionotequer ees.
like a
tettee for Repreeentative-elect Gus
November 30th. These furs consist of Coats, made in almost any style and include such skir.s as
Itichardsoo. of Meade county, and Cu', man who wakes up stiddeil.
Are
CANDIDATFIS FOR MINOR OF- dt:r.ng z:te time he was absent...front the night and trembl5.? with fear we
most desirable by women who wear better clothes. :The line also contain; fur scts, separate muffs
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that you buy the best.
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In that. I could not but meutalty commend the zeal of one young woman
who entertained the spectators with
a aeries of delightful, impromptu
tumbles half way round the floor.
Right opposite the grand stand she
He Sees Human Nature in a New Phase Hanging seemed
to find the spot that just
taut ed her; for she got up and eat
Onto the Railing and Learns a Lesson.
down there until an exasperated atteoclant forci iv removed her from
I went to the skating rink last
They have all kinds of instructors the floor. It was he only time I
night. Talk about having wheels, A around there to teach good looking saw the management Int rfere with
man, who sat by me said, "It mounds )oung women how to skate, but I the freedom of skaters. Ever 'body
like the roar of a cataract." And didn't see a single person on hand seemed to be good natured, and when
presently he added, "No* I see the to tell the people how to it down.
anyone dropped down and obetructed
took it philoWhich was in very bad taste.
One can't be too careful about the circuit, the others
sophically and smiled.
• Honest. I didn't expect peofile to sitting. Particularly It struck me,
One soon gets tired of watching
act like pieces of dining room furnit.. there was manifested to much Premuch
ore just because they had castors cipitancy--too
undignified the real skaters. There is mighty
little variety in a man when he
under them, but I was surprised to haste to reach the floor.
adapts
himself to the limited acsee grown men and women so carried
Then, too, one should be careful
away by the rollers that they laid in *electing a place to sit. Hound,- complishments of a motor cycle. But
down on their backs and stuck their Mg the corners seemed to be the the rail was just teeming with hie
feet up in the air where they could most favored opportunity last night. man interest. It clung to the trelPeople swarmed
look at them.
but there were obvious disadvantage. lis in clusters.
and congregated at gape in the rail
like ants at a crack in the floor.
Some turned gingerly about and
laboriously retraced their course,
while others boldly put forth from
the life line and with strained faces,
bulging eyes and concentrated mentality tried to think thsir skates
111211111111111I
across the opening as if they were
on ball bearing ouija boards.
Most ingenious of ell was a well
known doctor, still in the adolescent
stage of roller skating, who gave
himself a mighty push from the pout
and undertook to coast adrose the
gap In the railing. His idea was
good but his Impetus was insufficient.
He stopped about five feet from his
goal and stood there like a chiffonnier, until an attendant rolled him
back to the rail, where a whining
light of the Paducah her was apparently making futile efforts to "skin
the cat" with one foot on the floor.
Here's what I learned. Roller
skates are good for nothing except
to skate with. Those, who are satisfied just to move around in an
ellipsis. retething an approximately
perpendicular position, get along al:
right. But when a fellow tries to
take advantage of the opportunity to
turn handsprings and stand on his
11111111/
head, he mistakes the source and
nature of the power under him
It
Is true, that roller skates, particalarla a naturally reserved peraL11..
add a degree of spontaneity and vivacity of mu' on. yet the impulse is

tr..qe.02rd

HORACE VISITS SKATING RINK

NOTICE

All Banks will
Close Promptly
at 2 p. m.

OGILVIE'S
Some Special Suit and Coat Values
TOMORROW, you will be just as thankful as you should be today if you
r make up your mind to take advantage of this special offer we are giving
in our Suit Department.
.•
.•
.•
.•

Special Suit
Value

Special Coat
Value

About 25 suits, consisting of some splendid values that are
worth up to $30, offered Friday for

We invite your caretul corn arison of our
Coats to any y ou have
seen and feel su re
they will more than
convince you that,
Ogilvie's motto extends to the Suit and
Coat Department as
well as the rest of the
store—(Better values
for less money.)
If you are undecided
in your winter coat
come let us satisfy and
save you money.

$19.00
About 25 suits that
were taken from the
entire stock that sold
up to $35 and $40, will
be offered Friday at

$25.00

•

HEREAFTER

s

Just what you want may
he here,so come took
them over.

Fur and velvet coats in
endless varieties
are here.
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AdVance Sale of

wasteful aude sentrevenant, and the
HORSES FOR WAR.
,ler Year on horses for her greet armies. toand - that thelleands of homes which
conduct of ghoee,. who allow themAs a general rule, says a write.r ki would -face without ifinehing - the
selves, as it *ere, to be carried away Eourfooted
Regulars Take Long the Circle, the recruits are five years smoke of guns using black
powd4
by the new toy, is unbecoming.
Course of Lerisons.
old and cost $2011 each.
balked and shied at the tenle(er fl
excitement
thought
the
I
made
Cavalry chargers vary from 15 to and roar of cordite and melinite ,
them crazy, but here is the way a
Germany need. 1,000,000 horses 16 hands in height, and sharp rules
There appeared. to be aa much spscientific bug, s-he sat next to me. for cavalry and artillery to put her have been laid down about their
dirktuality among horsed' as anintil
azplained it. He said it was not a colossal forces in the
field; FrItne0 shape, action and treatment. There tateo. Sonic take the flash and 7.tff• Of delirium, but excited moto- requires probably
750,00e. and even are regular schools where the raw , port very quietly and are passed ••
erves. He said the ball bearing Great Britain needed as meny as four-legged recruit Is trained. His to
more severe trials. while ()wets
katos give the novice a new pen- 200,000 in
South Africa while she edincatioa. embraces the fearless swim rear and try to bolt in abject terror.
Aden in the feet, which is corn- was lighting the Boers.
ming of deep and weie rivers.
--New York Sun.
:tanicated to his bewildered brain
Although England in peace time
It. is extremely interesting to see a
nd it in turn sends out the impulse mounts only
two-thirds of her cav- thousand four-legged recruits drawn
You see that fair girl over there?
•ist accounts for the windmill mo- alry, her
horse bill amounts to about up in a ring around the Instructor,
am absolutely mad over her. I
.on of arms and legs. The way 1 1400,000
year—a figure which may who opens the proceedings with b. must speak to her somehow." "If you
zed it up was, that most of the feet be multiplied by four of five for
the sharp shot from an army revolver.:succeed, you will please let me knews
it there last night must have turn- Gerrual army.
The anima:a are taught to gallop "You? Why?" "Because I am her
1 in riot calls by mistake.
In most. countries omnibus, farm fearlessly up to a line or square of husband."—Nos Loiters.
After awhile, they say, your arms and domestic horses are
registered as infantry who are blazing away vr:th
,ecorne so sore you can't raise them, being available in time
of war fo. their rifles, of course loaded with I
Hamm Fatter—But, me boy. if you
ur calves ache so you can't kick. rniscellaneoun service, and
for this blank cartridges.
saw me act last night. why do yam
.nd then you put your hands behind anything from
130,000 to 1150,000 a
Lastly comes a charge upon bat- want another Pass
,atr back, start off with an amiable year may be paid by a
military na- teries of quick-tiring cannon. It 'Is
Kid—"I want to give It to.JImmis
illy stroke, and you are a finished tion.
worth noting that when smokeless Jones; doggone him!"— Brooklyn
,kater.
France spends upward of $(100,000 power came into general use it was Eagle.
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Handkerchiefs
Linen Embroidered, Plain Hemstitched Colored Embroidered Line Handkerchiefs in Boxes at Special Prices
an irnmease shipment of Handkerchiefs
w Eofhaveeveryreceived
description, including some very special values
that can't possibly be duplicated. These we offer as a special
for FRIDAY. We advise you to secure a share of this special
selling for yourself or look ahead and save money on your gift
p-oposition. Remember, there is nothing so useful and appropriate for Xmas as pretty handkerchiefs. Here WC mention the specials :
••
Linen Initial
Box of Six for 85c
Ladies' all pure linen initial, cross
barred handkerchiefs, 6 in a box; a
dandy sheer handkerchief, worth
Ii 50a box: for the sale, box

85c

Linen Embroidered
Box of Six for $1.45
Ladies' all pure linen embroidered,
a Yeas, excellent livality, put up 6 in a
very attractive box, we will offer
about 50 dozen for the sale at
per box

$1 45

Lin en Embroidered
Box of Six for $2 85
Ladies' hemstitched embroidered and
embroidered edge, all pure linen: an
extra tine quality, sheer and very
dainty embroidery; put up ii in a very
pretty box; for the sale,
per box

$2.85

Children's Initial
Box of 3 for 20c
Children's school handkerchiefs, any
Initial: verv near; attractive box Of
nicely made han kerchiefs; for
the sale, b..x of 3 for

20c

"Unen" Ice Hardkerchiefs,
Special Value 2 for 25c
A lot of lace edge and insertion
trimmed linen handkerchiefs, a very
exCeptional vlilue for the indhey.
For the sale 15c, 2 for
........

25c

I

Embroidered Linen
Linen Hemstitched
Embroidered 15c

ROGERS' LIVERWORT
TAR AND CANCHALAGUA
Pot the complete cure of Coughs. Colds,
Asthma, and Bronchitis and all Lunst C M •
plain's tending to C•sawmption, Liv•rwrort.
Tar and Wild Chorry have for ages maintained an e-tablished reputation as• • taadard
^oath Remedy. it consam• no opt's= o• harmful drug can be given with safety to children.
Price Si.00. Sold by Bleep & Last
Williams 14'1'1 Co., Props., Cleveland.0.

Ladles' hemstitched linen entbroldered handkei chief s This is the beat
value for the moistly to be had. All
linen hemstitched' and embroldered, for the sale._ .

15c

Giber Special Offerings for
the Handkerchief Sale
Lace edge, all °tire linen, a
dandy, for

alse—Here is your engagement
ring, Henri. I cannot marry you: I
love another, He—What Is his name?
She--In heaven's name, you won't
Mill him, will you.? He—Oh, no: but
I thought I might do a deal with him
with this ring.—Strurire.

25c

Hemstitched colored embroidered, a
very stylish article, all pure
linen.

25c

Hemstitched handkerchiefs,
quality; can't be beat,
for
Hemstitched embroidered,
dainty, sheer handkerchief,
offersd special.
Hemstitched colored emhroldered

WILLIAMS' KIDNEY PILLS.
Have you neglected your kidneys!?
Have you overworked your nervous
sytem and caused trouble with your
Have you
kidneys and bladder?
pains in loin', side, back, groins and
bladder? Hare you a flabby appearance of the fate especially trite!
the eyes? If so, WtlilAllie Kidney
Piis will cure you—at Druggists.
Price 60e,
Williams, Mfg. Co., Props., Cleveland. 0.

extra
10C
a very
10C

10c, 15c

Children's colored border handkerchiefs, nice for school

-3C

Children's handkerchiefs, 3 in a
box.

15c

Use the
Diamond Rubber
Stamps

LACE COLLAR and CUFF SETS and JABOTS
During the Handkerchief Sale on Friday and Saturday we w;11 also Include a very special lot of heavy Lace Collar and Cuff Sete, which will be
marked at a very low figure. We are strong on these goods and can offer some
real live bargains to early shoppers. Also special showing of Jaliote and
Neck Ruffs.

THE. DAYLIGHT STORE

They save the Continual writing
over the same thing. They are
not expensive. Send usan order,

1

rtatdbArake.riedirokeakratedteArote42,../ki1i-rte-4IteotratewL
•

•

Prices Right.

In October, 1907, the average bill for electric lights
for 680 residences was

$2.07
Everybody can use electric
lights at this price. Have
your house wired and use
the most convenient light
in the world.

The Paducah Light & Power Co.
Incorporated.)

This Office

The Diamond Stamp Works
its I Third it. Phalli 358..

will be closed all day Thanksgiving, November 28th,
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